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The search continues &   %  £|) 
List of candidates down to six; 
decision set for end of March 
By Mark Charnock 
staff writer  
With four interviews already 
completed, one scheduled for later this 
week and a tour last week by another 
potential candidate, things have heated 
up in JMU's search for a new head 
basketball coach. 
JMU Athletic Director Dean Enters 
said Wednesday that the seven-member 
search committee hopes to complete the 
process by the end of March. 
The candidates already interviewed 
formally by JMU include Bridgewater 
head coach Bill Leatherman, Memphis 
State assistant Dave Loos, Missouri 
assistant Rich Daly and Georgia Tech's 
associate head coach Perry Clark. 
Davidson head coach Bobby Hussey is 
reportedly scheduled for an interview 
Friday in Harrisonburg. 
The potential candidate is former 
Maryland head Coach Charles G. "Lefty" 
Driesell. Driesell visited campus 
Tuesday, saying he is "very interested" 
in the position. 
"Hopefully by the end of next week 
or the week after that, we'll have it 
finished," Ehlers said Tuesday 
afternoon. 
JMU has attracted some top names in 
recruiting circles with Daly and Clark. 
Daly is best known for bringing 
high-scoring forward Derrick Chievous 
to Missouri. Daly, 46, met with the 
search committee almost three weeks 
ago, and is known as one of the 
strongest recruiters around with a 
wheeling, dealing-type style. 
Likewise, the 36-year-old Clark 
brought names like freshman phenom 
Dennis Scott to the Ramblin' Wreck. 
See SEARCH page 2> 
Driesell 'very interested' after 
tour of campus over break 
By Mark Charnock 
staff writer  
Charles G. "Lefty" Driesell still 
remains "very interested" in JMU's 
basketball coaching vacancy after a 
campus visit and talks with university 
officials last Tuesday, but it may be at 
least another week before that interest 
changes into anything official. 
"I'm very interested," the former 
Maryland head coach said from his 
home Wednesday afternoon. "I haven't 
made a decision yet, but I'm very, very 
interested. 
"I don't think they're really interested 
in making a decision that quick. I think 
they're going to interview some other 
people." 
Driesell, who has a daughter that 
graduated from JMU, was escorted by 
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier and 
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers during 
his day-long visit around the campus. 
"I thought it was great," Driesell said. 
"I enjoyed seeing the facilities, and Dr. 
Carrier and Dean Ehlers showed me 
around the dorms and the student center. 
We rode around the campus and went 
into the Convocation Center. . . I was 
impressed. Quite impressed." 
Ehlers described Driesell's trip as a 
"fact-finding" visit, but would not 
confirm if Driesell will be interviewed 
as an official candidate before JMU's 
seven-member search committee. 
"The only thing that I've said is that 
I'll confirm who's been here for official 
interviews," he said. "Those, I think are 
documented. I've not commented on 
who the other people are to be." 
Likewise, Ehlers would not comment 
\- 
See DRIESELL page 2> 
Powell praises Madison's lesser-known works 
By Meghan  Johnson 
staff writer ___ 
"The happy union of these states is a 
wonder; their constitution is a miracle; 
their example is a hope of liberty 
throughout the world." 
These words, attributed to James 
Madison on a statue of the early 
American leader in Washington, D.C., 
summed up a speech by former U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. 
Powell, Jr. a' Wednesday's Founders 
Day celebration. 
"It is important for all of us interested 
in this university and in James Madison 
to know that he not only was the father 
of the Constitution in a very real sense, 
he also was the father of the Bill of 
Rights," Powell said. 
Although Madison is credited with 
the drafting of the Constitution, he is 
not as often remembered for his work 
on the Bill of Rights, Powell said. 
Madison shared this credit with George 
Mason, the author of the Declaration of 
Rights, the document that provided the 
foundation for Madison's amendments. 
"James Madison was an intellectual. 
He achieved his unique place in history 
because he also was a skillful political 
leader," Powell said. 
"The faculty and student body of this 
university have every reason to be 
proud of the name they bear and I'm 
proud to be with you here today," he 
said. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
presented Powell with an honorary 
doctorate of laws. 
The first honorary doctorate degree 
was presented at the 75th Founders Day 
celebration in 1983, Carrier said. 
Similar awards have since been 
presented at Founders Day celebrations 
and at commencement services. 
Powell is a native of Suffolk, Va., 
and served on the Supreme Court from 
1972 until his retirement last year. 
In the past he has served as president 
of the Virginia State Board of 
Education, president of the American 
College of Trial Lawyers, president of 
the American Bar Foundation, and 
■M 
See POWELL page 2> 
« Staff photo by BETSY TREADWAY 
Former Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. addressed 
a large Founders' Day crowd Wednesday in Wilson Hall. 
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> (Continued from page 1) 
His position as associate head coach is 
the highest assistant position at 
Georgia Tech. He was interviewed by 
the committee Wednesday afternoon. 
Leathcrman, 47, is a former JMU 
assistant famous for his defense that 
helped take the Dukes to the NCAA 
tournament under Lou Campanelli. 
Bridgewatcr went to the Division III 
national tournament this year, falling to 
Trenton State in the first round. 
Lcatherman has been coach-of-thc-year 
in the Old Dominion Athletic 
Conference for the last two years. 
Loos, 40, was originally lured to 
Memphis State as a player when Ehlcrs 
was the head coach there. He has been 
an assistant at the Metro Conference 
school since 1987, following a stint at 
NAIA Christian Brothers College in 
Memphis. 
- Driesell 
Hussey will be the next candidate 
interviewed. He is scheduled to come to 
Harrisonburg Friday to meet with the 
committee. Hussey has been at 
Davidson for the past seven years, 
compiling a 20-10 mark last season. He 
has a career 101-103 record at Davidson. 
Mhlcrs refused to comment on others 
slated for next week, adding that he 
thought most candidates were impressed 
with what they saw. 
"I don't think it's appropriate for us to 
comment at this time until we've 
interviewed everybody," he said. "My 
impression would be that they were 
impressed with what we had and were 
very interested in the job or they 
wouldn't have been there." 
Although Ehlers would only confirm 
who has been for official interviews, it 
is though that Driesell, if he is truly 
interested, will visit for an interview 
next week. 
Powell  
> (Continued from page 1) 
chairman of the Richmond Public 
School Board. 
Also during the celebration. Dr. 
William H. Voige, a JMU associate 
professor of chemistry, was presented 
with the university's Distinguished 
Teaching Award by Dr. Russell G. 
Warren, vice president for academic 
affairs. 
Voige was selected for the award by a 
committee of JMU faculty members. 
"[To be] recognized by one's peers is 
indeed a high honor," Warren said. 
Voige has taught at JMU since 1975. 
He was a research fellow at Princeton 
University in 1982. 
He will be JMU's nominee for the 
national Professor of the Year award 
presented by the Council for 
Advancement and Support of Education. 
Also recognized at Wednesday's 
ceremony were faculty and the student 
members of Phi Kappa Phi National 
Honor Society, Omicron Delta Kappa 
National Leadership Honor Society, and 
Percy H. Warren Senior Honor Society 
Chapter of Mortar Board, Inc. 
Founders Day commemorates the 
establishment of the university by the 
Virginia General Assembly on March 
14, 1908, as well as Madison's 
birthday, March 16,1751. 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
If you have a story idea or any information 
you think might be useful to The Breeze, 
please call us at 568-6127. 
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(Continued from page 1) 
if Driesell is the kind of coach JMU is 
looking for. 
• "I'm not going to discuss 
personalities," he said. "I don't think 
it's appropriate. I'd continue to say that 
we're looking for the best person for the 
job and certainly he has had an 
outstanding record as a coach. He's won 
over 500 games. There are not many 
people who can say that." 
Driesell, Ehlers and Carrier all denied 
a report from WRC-TV that Driesell 
already had been offered the job. 
"There was a report out of 
Washington that he had been offered a 
contract," Ehlers said. "And I went on 
local television here and said that's not 
true." 
Driescll's visit was partially arranged 
by Ed Bridgeforth, a Winchester 
businessman. Bridgeforth, Winchester 
sports promotions wiz and Driesell 
friend Russ Potts, and Driesell's son 
Chuck all accompanied Driesell during 
the visit to JMU. Bridgeforth is also a 
former member of JMU's Board of 
Visitors, and is optimistic that his 
friend will be JMU's next head coach. 
"I think he went away from there real 
excited about the situation," Bridgeforth 
said. "At least that's the feeling I got 
being around him." 
One thing that many have wondered 
aloud about is Driesell's salary. He 
reportedly makes about $200,000 
annually from his assistant athletic 
director position and other perks, 
including his job as a color 
commentator. Could JMU match the 
funds to attract Driesell to a less than 
major program? 
"I don't think that'd be any problem," 
Bridgeforth said. "I would think Dr. 
Carrier and the Board and the athletic 
director would pay him what the top 
people are earning in other Fields. What 
you've got to realize is. . .he would 
generate more funds outside away from 
JMU than what JMU would pay him. 
"I think money would be secondary, 
absolutely secondary with the man." 
Driesell, who said he talked some 
about money during his visit to 
Harrisonburg, agreed with Bridgeforth's 
assessment. 
"We really haven't gotten into a 
discussion of money that much," he 
said. "But I think we could work that 
out." 
Driesell's winning ways have also 
caught the eye of the professionals as 
well. He is a candidate for the head 
coaching job of the Charlotte 
Hornets—an expansion team scheduled 
to start play in the National Basketball 
Association next season. 
"I'm not really serious with them as I 
am with Madison," he said, 
downplaying his talks with team 
officials at last weekend's Atlantic 
Coast Conference tournament. "They 
haven't offered me a job or anything. 
We were just kind of talking. That's 
all." 
One thing he is worried about on 
either level is winning. The 56-year-old 
Driesell won 530 games before 
stepping down after the cocaine-induced 
death of Maryland star Len Bias. 
"The guy wants to win,".Bridgeforth 
said, "He knows what it takes to win. It 
takes a lot of support from the athletic 
department and the athletic director and 
I'm sure he would have that. . .1 think 
the guy. just misses the coaching 
thing." 
Ehlers said the search is very similar 
to the one that found John Thuirston, 
the former JMU head coach who created 
the vacancy when he resigned after the 
university didn't renew his contract for 
next year. "I  think it's very 
similar with the exception that a known 
personality's name has captured the 
attention of the media," he said. 
Community reaction has been mixed 
about the idea of Driesell becoming 
head coach, Ehlers said. 
"I think we're getting both (types of 
reactions)," he said. "Those that are in 
favor, and those that wonder about what 
we're trying to do. We're getting both 
kinds. He certainly has the personality 
people pick up on." 
Regardless of which way Driesell is 
leaning now, he may be forced to make 
a decision soon. The selection process 
is winding down, and Ehlers would like 
to have a coach chosen by the end of 
this month. 
"I get advice from a lot of people," 
Driesell said of talks with colleagues 
and friends. "I don't really listen. I'll 
make up my own mind. 
"I've got to think about it a little bit. 
I couldn't tell you right now." 
Advisers FlipDeLuca 
Alan NeefcowiU 
Davrd WendeUum 
WOfif 
Is 
»; 
something really bugging you? 
Tell us about it! 
Send a letter to The Breeze and 
get it off your mind. 
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'Rocking the Convo' causes damages 
By Cora Ruddock 
staff writer 
Students "rocking the Convo" by 
swaying the bleachers during basketball 
games has become a symbol of the 
spirit of JMU basketball fans. But 
rocking may have been a cause of 
bleacher damage that cost JMU about 
$12,000 this school year. 
Brad Babcock, manager of the 
Convocation Center, said that since 
Dec. 7, the bleachers in the 
Convocation Center have been repaired 
three times. Although students' rocking 
may not have been the direct cause of 
the damage, it could have had a "major 
effect," Babcock said. 
The first repairs didn't require 
replacement of framework. But two 
weeks later while Convo employees 
were putting the the bleachers back into 
the wall after a basketball game they 
were bent out of shape so badly that 10 
to 12 whole new frames had to be 
installed before the bleachers could be 
used again, Babcock said. 
The damage was a result of the 
loosening of the structure through the 
loss of small pieces such as nuts and 
bolts over a period of time, Babcock 
said. 
Babcock stressed two possible causes 
for the loosening of the structure. 
One cause is the rocking of the 
bleachers, he said. "I'm not convinced 
that the rocking caused $12,000 of 
damage, but I am convinced that had we 
not had the rocking of the bleachers 
over the past few years, we would not 
have that damage," he said. 
Babcock said another factor in the 
damage is the fact that different workers 
take the bleachers out and put them 
back into the wall. A small nut or bolt 
found each time was not considered 
significant  as  long as   things still 
** 
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seemed to run smoothly. He said these 
small things had a "snowballing" effect, 
causing the structure to become loose. 
One motor operates the three sections 
of bleachers, and all three sections of 
bleachers must move back into the wall 
at the same time. When the structure 
became too loose, Babcock said, the 
bleachers were prevented from moving 
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
back into the wall together. 
The frame, made of 18-foot steel 
beams, was bent "like a toothpick," he 
said. 
The entire structure was taken out and 
replaced. This cost JMU close to 
$ 10,000 and was completed Jan. 11. 
RccenUy more damage was found, but 
corrected without replacing any parts. 
Babcock said that the total cost of the 
repairs this year will be about $12,000. 
He added that there was never any 
danger of the bleachers collapsing. 
The type of bleachers in the 
Convocation Center are manufactured 
and repaired by a company in Berwick, 
Maine. Babcock told the people 
installing the new structure, "I'm 
assuming that we're not the only school 
in the country that rocks the 
bleachers.... and they looked at me like 
we were the only school." 
Babcock suggested not having 
flexibility in the bleachers, so students 
cannot move them, but company 
representatives told him the flexibility 
in the structure was necessary. Without 
this flexibility, pieces would loosen by 
small movements made by students. 
If there had been a game during the 
time the bleachers were being repaired, 
they would have had to "let students sit 
wherever there was a vacant seat," 
Babcock said. "We would have had 
students sitting by the person who paid 
$3,000." 
As a solution to the problem, the 
manufacturers may have to come in 
during the summer and inspect "every 
inch of every seat" in the bleachers to 
make sure all the parts are in "perfect 
working order," Babcock said. This 
will increase the costs already incurred. 
Babcock said JMU students are very 
good fans and not the kind of "student 
that's up there to cause major trouble. 
"I guess I'm old-fashioned but I don't 
see any direct correlation between spirit 
and rocking the bleachers," he said. "All 
I want to do at this point is make 
students aware that rocking the 
bleachers over a period of time can lead 
to extensive cost to us." 
Junior named D-hall general student manager 
By Laurel Wissinger 
staff writer  
Contract Dining Director Hank 
Moody has named Patricia Doyle as 
the new general student manager for 
Gibbons Dining Hall. 
Doyle, a junior, has been a D- 
hall employee since her freshman 
year. She replaces graduating senior 
Kevin Schneider in the supervisory 
position. Her new duties will include 
scheduling student employees' work 
hours and acting as a liaison between 
the 250 student employees and the 
management. 
She also will be responsible for 
hiring   other   student   employees. 
She will choose students for 
these positions from a pool of 12 
applicants who have completed the 
managerial candidate program. 
Student  workers  who   want  to 
become managers must apply to 
enter a training program. As 
manager openings become available, 
those who have successfully 
completed  the     program  become 
eligible to fill the positions. 
Doyle said when she assumes 
the position in April she wants to 
start a social program for student 
employees. The dining hall workers 
could become more involved in 
intramural sports and take trips 
together. 
As a communication major, 
Doyle thinks the management 
experience will benefit her by 
allowing her to relate to other 
people. 
"It'll give me a huge look into 
the practical side of businesses, 
seeing how things run in basic 
everyday situations," she said. 
Staff photo by DEBBIE GANSTER 
Patricia Doyle, the new general student manager of D-hall. 
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Welcome Back 
JMU 
still the best pizza in town ■ 
\   / honest 
wad a0 
KD -All You Can Eat $3.79 B^' d 
THE BEST PIZZA at th« 
BEST BUFFETT 
IN TOWN! 
Every 11 am - 2 pm 
$3.99 
BEST NIGHT TIME 
BUFFETEVER! 
Monday thru Thursday 
5:30 - 8:30 pm 
All the pizza, pasta and 
salad you can eat. 
Free Delivery 
Sunday - Thursday 11am - 1am 
Friday - Saturday 11am - 2am 
Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
We deliver to your door 
Rock n Roll Delivery 
$6.00 
433-0606 
'•n.yLJrt—1.'"* 
, 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
■"■■ il ^^'iiiin' ■ «»****«. ■'"'( 
<&&& "T" <^p& "T" <&$®" 
$7.00 Sampler Special 
for any medium 
regular, three 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
$9.99 
for regular crust 
Dizza 
With 
11 Toppings! 
-!     $8.00 ! 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 4 Free Cokes 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular, three 
topping pizza 
plus 4 Free Cokes 
——«'—«      --Li----.       Free De,iverv Free Delivery        Free Delivery 
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By Martin Romjue 
hews editor 
AST member 
dies in wreck, 
three injured 
One JMU student was killed and three were 
injured in a single car accident Saturday night 
while returning from a vacation near Ft Myers, 
PI. 
Brenda Borofoski, 21, a junior political science 
major from Annandale, Va., was killed in the 
accident on 1-75 between Tampa and Ft. Myers, 
said a spokeswoman for the Charlotte County 
sheriffs department Tuesday evening. 
Injured in the accident were Rudeina Al-Hassan, 
20, a junior pre-business major from Annandale, 
ind Suzette Frey, 20, a junior hotel/restaurant 
nanagement major from Virginia Beach. 
Al-Hassan, the driver of the car, was listed in 
critical but stable condition in the intensive care 
unit Wednesday night Frey was listed in stable 
condition, according to a nursing supervisor at the 
Medical Center Hospital in Punta Gorda, Fla. 
A third passenger, Lisa Smart, 21, a junior 
psychology major from Quarry vale. Pa., was 
slightly injured in the accident 
A Charlotte County sheriffs spokeswoman said 
the accident occured at about 7:15 p.m. in the 
northbound lane of I-7S. 
According to the accident report, the Renault 
Encore swerved onto the west shoulder, then across 
the two traffic lanes onto the east shoulder. The car 
skidded sideways, rolled over and landed upright 
Al-Hassan and Borofoski wens both ejected from 
the vehicle, the spokeswoman said. She added that 
none of the passengers were wearing seatbelts. 
Officials have not yet determined the cause of the 
accident arid charges are pending, the spokeswoman 
said. 
The four women were returning from spring 
break on Marco Island, Fla. when the accident 
occurred. 
Borofoski was a member of Alpha Sigma Tau 
sorority and a member of the rugby team. 
A memorial service was scheduled to be held last 
night in Annandale. The funeral will be held today 
in Pennsylvania. 
Madison Scholar stresses language in sciences 
By Michelle Hlte 
staff writer 
More time should be spent studying the importance 
of language in the sciences, a JMU faculty member 
said in a speech here Monday night 
"When we write a poem the language we use differs 
from the language we use when we talk about writing 
a poem," Dr. Gordon Fisher, a JMU professor of 
mathematics and computer science said during the 10th 
annual Madison Scholar Lecture in Miller Hall. 
Some scholars believe that coming to understand 
anything means putting it into language, but "there are 
some things that just cannot be put into words," he 
said. 
If every idea must be in exact language, then devices 
such as metaphors have no purpose, Fisher said. He 
used the phrase "right as rain" an an example of a 
metaphor that has a background in science. 
"Straight lines in geometry used to be called 'right 
lines' and the etymology of 'rain' means to move in a 
straight line," he said. 
Language is many things to many different people, 
Fisher said. "A historian's chief instrument is language 
... yet a scientist's chief instrument is not language. 
It is the microscopes, the test tubes He only uses 
language to try and explain what he has learned." 
The curved path of a hit baseball is explained one 
way by a calculus teacher, yet is understood differently 
by a baseball player, he said. 
Mathematics has its own language, but it "can be 
understood by more than just mathematicians. . . . 
Math helps the humanitarian and the scientist," Fisher 
said. 
An example of this shared language is the math used 
to create computer graphics, he said. "These computer 
graphics are turning up in science fiction movies and 
art galleries. 
Fisher has been teaching at JMU for 21 years. He is 
the first Madison Scholar to come from the department 
of mathematics and the eighth from the College of 
Letters and Sciences, according to Dr. Robert Shapiro, 
dean of the college. 
Each Madison Scholar must submit a timely topic 
for an address after being nominated by their academic 
department and receiving regional recognition in their 
academic field. 
. 
Dr. Gordon Fisher delivers the 10th annual Madison Scholar Lecture 
and faculty Monday night. 
Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES 
to students 
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Must Have Valid Drivers License for Beer & Wine 
CoorsReg. 12pk 
Coors Extra Gold 6 pk 
Coors Lt. Qts. 
Coors Reg. & Lt. 6 pk 
Bud&BudLt. 12 pk 
MichelobReg.&Lt.(NR)12pk 
4.99 Old Milw. 12pk 
2.79 Old Milw. & Lt. 24pk 
.99 Schaefer 12pk 
2.79 The Bull 6pk 
6.09 Miller & Lt. 12pk 
6.79 Milw. Best 12pk 
4.49 
8.49 
2.89 
2.09 
5.59 
3.29 
LONGNECKS 
Old Milw. 
Coors 
Coors Light 
10.15     dep. 125  Busch   8.99 
12.49     dep. 1.25  Bud       12.49 
12.49     dep. 125 
KEGS 
Coors 
Bud 
Old Milw. 
1/2 48.00        1/4        28.00 Schaefer 
1/2 48.00        1/4        28.00 Busch 
1/2 38.00        1/4        24.00 Michebb 
dep. 1.25 
dep. 1.25 
1/2 28.00 
1/2 38.00 
1/2    53.00 
Milk   1 gal. 2.09 
Cigarettes Reg. &100's 8.79 
Dr. Pepper, Mtn. Dew   2 liter     .99 
Hot dogs 2/95* 
Martin's BBQ chips  7oz .99 
THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JO'S 
433-8559 
JMU Checks Accepted 
LENE'S BODY WRAP 
SALON FOR MEN & WOMEN 
introduces 
BODY WRAP 
Using ALOE VERA and HERBS 
4 to 15 Inches Lost Each Wrap!! 
Also effective for: 
Cellulite 
Stretch Marks 
Blemishes 
• Sagging Skin 
• Skin Conditions 
•Toxin Cleanse 
10% Discount for JMU faculty & students!! 
Aloe Vera Products Available 
Now available all natural non-surgical face lift! 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, PLEASE 
One Court Square 
i Suite 280 
j     Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(703) 433-4994 
MC/Visa accepted 
WHICH IS  MORE 
VALUABLE? 
(please check box) 
DAN UNBORN EAGLE DAN UNBORN CHILD 
If you chose the unborn child, sorry, you're 
wrong...at least according to the laws in this 
country. You see, the penalty for taking or 
destroying an eagle's egg is $5,000.00 and a 
year in jail, but the penalty for taking an unborn 
child's life is nothing.  In fact, people get paid a 
lot of money for doing it. 
Does something seem wrong to you? It is. 
Get in touch with us and we'll let you know how 
you can help to protect the unborn babies in 
this country.  Let's take our children off the 
endangered list. 
If you or someone you know is facing an 
unwanted pregnancy, we'd like to help.  Your 
child has tremendous value and there are many 
alternatives to abortion.  We are here for you 
and your child. 
For some free literature about abortion and 
the alternatives, or information on how you 
can help, write to: 
Catholic Student Center 
1052 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA  22801 
434-6419 
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Look out 
Kirsten Parsons, a JMU student on the Studies Abroad program 
Here she is enjoying the view from the Beachy Head Cliffs. 
Staff photo by PHIUP HOLMAN 
in Paris this semester, traveled to England for break. 
NEWSFILE 
D-hall opens doors 
for nighttime study 
Students wishing to avoid the crowd in Carrier 
Library now have another place to study. Since 
Sunday night, entrance six of Gibbons Dining Hall 
has been open as a study hall from 8 p.m. until 
midnight, Sunday through Thursday. 
According to University Librarian Dennis Robison, 
student use of Carrier Library had outgrown the 
facilities available. 
The plan to use a section of D-hall for a study hall 
was begun with help of Hank Moody, contract dining 
director, and Suzanne Straub, vice president for 
student affairs. 
"D-hall was a good choice because of the space 
available there. Classrooms are difficult to use at 
night because if four or five people are in one, it's 
full," Robison said. 
The biggest problem with the facility is the poor 
lighting in D-hall,.he said. 
A student supervisor is on hand when the room is 
used as a study hall. Moody said. "Right now they're 
working overtime. We want to eventually hire 
full-time employees to work each night." 
Few students have used the room for studying so 
far. Monday night had the largest turn-out, with nine 
students. 
Several students who were in the room Tuesday 
night said D-hall was a more convenient place to 
study because they work there. 
Entrance six is working on a trial-basis period from 
now until final exams. If student response' is 
favorable, the service will be continued next year. 
Physics department to host 
William and Mary professor 
The JMU department of physics will present a 
seminar speaker, Gina L. Hoatson from the 
department of physics at William and Mary College. 
Hoatson will speak on the "Deuteron Magnetic 
Resonance of Liquid Crystals," Friday, March 18, 
3:00 p.m. at Miller Hall Room 109. 
The physical properties characterizing solids, 
liquids and gases are a direct consequence of the 
timescale and strength of intermolecular interactions. 
Liquid crystals are a fascinating state of matter 
exhibiting unique phase behavior and anisotropic 
properties. 
Faculty members recognized 
for published articles, manual 
Faculty members at JMU have recently had their 
professional works published. 
Dr. Lynn S. Fichter, associate professor of 
■geology, had an article, "Teaching Science to the 
Liberal Studies Student," published in the February 
issue of Journal of College Teaching. 
Dr. Mae Frantz, associate professor of 
communication, had "A Manual for the Practice of 
Public Relations" published. The manual was 
sponsored by the Virginia Society for Healthcare 
Marketing and Public Relations. 
Dr. Karen A. Forcht, assistant professor of 
computer information sciences, recently published 
"The Future of Information Systems Education: 
Essential Teaching Competencies," in Catalyst for 
Change, the journal of the Natioanl School 
Development Council. 
Dr. Robert D. Bersson, associate professor of art, 
had a chapter, "Why Art Education is Neither 
Socially Relevant Nor Culturally Democratic; A 
Contextual Analysis," in Art in a Democracy, 
published by Teachers College Press, Columbia 
University. 
i i11.1  ,i,i.t;    ,.    rci4V    aiu.ii.vi..,.   ,.i 
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Seeking an Opportunity to Learn 
the Securities Business? 
SHERWOOD CAPITAL, INC 
A National Full-Service Investment Banking 
and Securities Brokerage Firm. 
We are expanding and looking for entry level 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES/STOCKBROKER TRAINEES 
We arc hiring nationwide. A complete listing of all our offices is available 
in our brochure at your Career Placement Office   If you arc interested 
in interviewing with our Raleigh. N.C Office contact: 
• Greg A. Piper 
SHERWOOD CAPITAL 
5171 GLENWOOD AVENL'E 
RALEIGH. N.C. 27612 
(919) 7*2 5900 
TOLL FREE (*00)4 38 10111 
All application-, will be evaluated on individual merit and desire to succeed. 
The 
University Program 
Board is 
^— now accepting 
applications for 
The Cultural 
Awareness Committee. 
Come by UPB Office 
for applications 
and more information. 
FIND FRIENDS! 
FEEL THE EXCITEMENT! 
Join the Busch Gardens team and tind 
those "extras" that you won't find 
with any other job. 
■ Meet & make good friends 
■ Work in a family oriented atmosphere 
■ Competitive wages $3.75 per hour* 
■ Pay bonus program $.25-$.35 
for every hour worked 
■ Flexible & consistent schedules 
■ Discounts on food & merchandise 
■ Free admission to park 
■ Parties, sports activities & more 
■ Part-time hours 
■ Discount tickets & discount season's 
passes for your family 
Save a trip to Busch Gardens, 
Apply now at the VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION 
OFFICE in your 
college/university area. 
^BUSCH 
viA 
oonuon 
ANDERSON BROTHERS ■ S. MAW ST.. HARRISONBURG, VA. • (703) 434 3600 
JUST ARRIVED 
JMU CAR SHADES 
GET YOURS NOW 
at 
ANDERSON BROTHERQ 
BOOK STORES INC.IO 
only $4.95 each 
Congratulations to Tony Falco who won our 
Spring Break Package 
COST 
OF 
LIVING. 
GIVE TO THE 
AMERICAN 
CANCER SOCIETY. 
U 
yWTHOR 
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SGA unanimously passes bill 
to eliminate bus run through Z-lot 
By  Meghan Johnson 
SGA reporter  
Off-campus students might not have to ride the bus 
through bumpy Z-lot anymore if a bill, which was 
passed unanimously Tuesday by the Student 
Government Association, goes into effect 
The student services committee presented a bill that 
would end the requirement for bus drivers to run 
through Z-lot regularly throughout the day. 
"Right now the buses come through Z-lot and they 
don't pick up any students," said Kim Hessler, 
committee chairwoman. "Usually it's just wasting 
university money and the time of the bus drivers. 
This way if they need to be dropped off they'll just 
request it when they're let on the bus," she said. 
Students needing rides from Z-lot to campus would 
be visible to bus drivers from the bus stop on the 
corner of Z-lot, Hessler said in respond to a question 
from SGA President Kathy Sayko. 
Signs will be posted in the front of the buses to alert 
students to the new policy, she added. 
In other SGA business, a bill proposing changes in 
the evening schedule of the Hunter's Ridge/Howard 
Johnson's shuttle bus was killed in the student services 
committee. 
The bill had suggested that the bus run every 15 
minutes until 8 p.m. so that students could eat dinner 
without having to wait up to 30 minutes for a bus. 
Running the buses more often would require another 
bus driver to be hired, Hessler said. The cost for this 
would "not be feasible," she said. 
The shuttle will continue to run every 30 minutes 
alter 4 pjn. 
The curriculum and instruction committee killed a 
bill requesting that CPR instruction be added to the 
Health 370 course. The School Health Program. 
"We felt that it is offered so many places ... on 
campus throughout the year that the curriculum didn't 
need to be expanded," said John Chrosniak, committee 
chairman. 
"It's just wasting university 
money and the time of the 
bus drivers.'' 
—Kim Hessler 
The campaigning season for the March 29 SGA 
elections will begin tomorrow at S p.m. after a 
meeting for all candidates, campaign managers and 
treasurers, said Courtney Sullivan, elections 
committee chairwoman.' 
Candidates are required to present tentative ideas for 
all speeches planned and samples of campaign posters, 
literature, and other materials at the meeting, Sullivan 
said. 
They will also have to sign a release stating they 
have read the election rules and agree to abide by them. 
No new business was presented. 
WPft<KcIM<E%(clS 
©PlflM    !HI®(U)S!H 
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
We are now 
taking leases 
tor next fall 
CABLE and FIREPLACES in EVERY UNIT. 
POOL, TENNIS COURTS. LAUNDROMAT 
and MUCH MORE! 
HOURLY BUS TRANSIT TO and FROM CAMPUS 
WATER, SEWER and CABLE are FREE! 
•*» . 
434-6166 
Come join us at the 
Belle Meade Restaurant in 
m> IMPKES '*.*> S 
Thursday Night is 
Mexican Night 
Top 40 Music 
Contra Band 
$3 cover charge 
Friday and Saturday 
Night 
9 p.m. -  1 a.m. 
1022 Blue Ridge Drive 
NO ONE OFFERS YOU MORE THAN 
MADISON MANOR -wpRESS*
U
 In The Belle Me* 
IB** 3206 South Main St. 
ade Restaurant 
Harrisonburg, VA 
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f TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
ONLY $6.29 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
434-5375 
■■a I 
(with this 
coupon only) 
"Grab Bags" To First 10 Requests 
with student or faculty I.D. 
Just stop by 
2860 South Main St.,   Harrisonburg 
•*******************£ 
i JULIE HAD * 
♦ANOTHER BIRTHDAY!!* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Hip, Hip, Hooray! 
♦Not a hair is gray 
»Not an extra pound 
♦Not a wrinkle found 
*.She hides her age well* 
♦We'll never tell! 
********************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
nnnn.c *** 
iGRATUkATl 
LAST ISSUE'S 
IOTA 
Kimberly Clayton 
Vivian Foreman 
Lesa Lee 
Martha McCrory 
Jennifer Reynolds 
minim 
Hughes 
Pharmacy 
rmmm 
Two great pizzail 
One low prices 
Buy one Pizza... 
Get one FREE! 
100% 
Natural 
Ingredients 
l VAIUABU COUPON 
BUY ONE 
PIZZA,.. 
GET ONE FREE! 
Buy any size Ordinal Round 
pizza at regular price, get 
•identical pizza FREE! 
Price var«s depending on siie .inn 
number of toppings ordered valid with 
coupon jf participating I <tie Caesars 
Carry Out Only 
Expires     4-1-88 
434-5300 
iVAlUASu; COUPON I 
—J 
uy   any    size* 
Original Round 
Pizza   at 
regular   price 
and    gat    tha 
idantlcal    pizza 
FREE    with     these 
coupons! '• 
P mm M ■■ ■ VAIUABU COOPONW ■■ MM M m 
PARTY 
PACK! 
4 LARGE PIZZAS 
WITH 2 TOPPINGS* 
JUST $4Q99 
£J    plus tax 
Extra items avoilable at additional cost Valid onlv with 
coupon at participating Little Coesars Not valid with any 
other offer One coupon per customer Cany out only 
"Excludes extra cheese and extra sauce 
Expires     4-1-88 
434-5300 
VAIUASU COUPON !•■■■■■■■ 
Located 928 West Market • 2 mUes WEST of Court Square • in Waterman Square 
434- ri\ 
5300 
you make pizza this good, one just isn't enough." 
434- 
5300 
•MSH1 mm mmm^M. 
-^■" 
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POLICEFILE 
JM's owner 
charged with 
firearm crime 
By Kurt Larrick ' 
police reporter  
Bashar Itraish, one of the owners of 
JM's Pub and Deli, has been charged 
with brandishing a firearm, and assault 
and battery in connection with an 
incident that occured in the bar March 
2, according to city police. 
Itraish was released on $200 bail, and 
a court date has been set for April 25. 
The complaintant in the case is Todd 
Mikolajczyk, a sophomore offensive 
lineman on the JMU football team. 
Campus police reported the following: 
Indecent   exposure 
•A man reportedly was seen behind 
Wilson Hall Tuesday wearing nothing 
but shoes and socks. Campus police 
later received a report of a- similar 
incident near the Phillips Center. 
In a related incident off-campus, a 
man was reportedly seen later that day 
near the McDonald's restaurant on 
Carlton Street, city police said. 
Trespassing 
• A male student was charged 
judicially with two counts of trespassing 
and failure to comply with university 
regulations in Wampler Hall over spring 
break. Director of campus police and 
safety Alan Macnutt said the man was 
living in the theater over the break while 
working on set construction. 
Campus police told the man that he had 
to leave the building by 11 p.m. each 
night, but he failed to do so and was 
charged March 10 and 12. 
A judicial charge is made when 
university policy is violated. The case is 
reviewed by university officials. Police 
do not release the names of students 
charged judicially. 
•Two male students were charged 
judicially with trespassing in Garber Hall 
over spring break. Campus police 
responded to a report from the 
housekeeping staff and found the men 
asleep in their room March 8. 
•Two male students were charged 
with trespassing in the Lambda Chi 
Alpha fraternity house March 12. The 
men reportedly returned from Florida 
early and entered the building. 
Larceny 
•A car cover reportedly was stolen 
from a Porsche parked in X-Lot between 
March 2 and 3. The cover is valued at 
$250. 
•Two Pioneer 60-watt speakers and a 
radar detector reportedly were stolen 
from a car parked in X-Lot between 
March 3 and 14. The items are valued at 
$190. 
• A jean jacket valued at $45 
reportedly was stolen from the Sigma 
Sigma Sigma sorority house the night of 
March 1. 
• A license plate, "Sigma K", 
reportedly was stolen from a car parked 
in upper L-Lot between March 2 and 3. 
Personal  abuse: 
• A male student was charged 
judicially with personal abuse for calling 
a ticket writer an "asshole- Monday in 
E-Lot. 
JHEM)EI\ 
I LATEST SOUND 
^" * ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ * ■_n K?V  w    *—m     ■     *     ■     •—•—s   "■ '■'.- L';". '? 
EASTER CANDY 
GALORE! 
Chocolate Bunnies 
Jelly Beans 
Egg Arounds 
Suckers 
Easter Cards 
Mini-Binks 
Marshmallow Bunnies & Peeps 
St. Patrick's Day Balloons 
Mr. Chips 
More than you think 
Open 7a.m.-12 midnight 
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 4-5 Tel. x3922 
. 
The Mr. Chips Kiosk Welcomes your sign. 
Come to Mr. Chips for push pins and additional 
information. 
9Q«-    '    ' I    'I  rtiir.'J   ..<>-■ i IT   ,, 
/ 
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MARCH 21 
Deadline to return 
housing contracts 
and deposits. 
Students not returning their 
payment and contract by 
March 21,1988 will not 
be eligible for 1988-89 
pn-campus housini 
JAMES MADISON 
UNIVERSITY 
Presents 
Rocco Forums on the Future 
"Megatrends Update" 
Featuring 
MR. JOHN ELKINS 
CEO, the Naisbitt Group ^~«. 
Thursday, March 17, 1988       \ 
7 P.M. 
Grafton-Stovall Auditorium 
John Elkins, President and CEO of the Naisbitt Group, is 
responsible for the firm's forecast activities. 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
Rocco Forums Sponsored by a 
Grant to JMU by Rocco Enterprises, Inc. JMU 
^%^^^n^^«r>«^*^**«.%.«.%%*%%%»%ik^^ 
AiteAoui 
Club Thursdays move to P.C. Dukes 
this Thursday March 17th 
i ■ i ■ i'. i ■ i' ■' i ■ i ■ i ■ i ■ ■' i' i' i' i»1111111111,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, EH 1
  '  ' '  '5■■■■■'■■'■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■'■■■■■WT*T* 
APARTMENT   6 
WAM,MAWJ,i.i,i,i,i,i,i,i,U.gl From   10p.au   -   la.m 
Free    Admission 
Food   Ik   B<ev©;ir&ges 
Valid JMU ID required for admittance 
Valid Driver's License required for proof of age 
m^M.^m.tuu M^,  _nu  fcjjfrji 
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BUSINESS 
NEWS    &     NOTES 
Cash management, 
investment seminar 
be held next week 
Kissing- ?y stone 
Jhe Center for Professional Development at 
will sponsor a two-day^seminar for cash 
budgeting and investing next Monday and Tuesday, 
March 21- and 22. This seminar is aimed at 
investment managers, treasurers and others with 
the responsibility of investing with public funds. 
Instructors with backgrounds in banking and stale 
and local government will dicnss topics including 
olio management, investment policy and 
nt options under Virginia law. The 
will be held in the Hall of Fame Room of 
the Convocation Center. More information about 
the seminar may be obtained by calling the Center 
for Professional Development at 568-45956. 
Increases in taxes 
probable next year 
Tax increases are likely next year as Congress 
looks for new ways to to cut the deficit. The 
House Ways and Means Committee is looking for 
ways to raise taxes that also would simplify the 
tax code. Individual-tax deductions, corporate 
minimum taxes and foreign "taxes are being 
considered as possibilities. By raising the tax 
revenue, the committee hopes to cut the deficit 
next year. / 
Domestic car sales 
decrease in March 
The sales of North American cars dropped during 
the first ten days of March because of General 
Motors' decrease in sales after its incentive 
programs ended. Sales rose 3.5 percent during the 
ten-day period but were below the daily sales of 
cars for the last, ten days of February. The daily 
selling rate of cars was 23,530 in the first ten days 
of March in comparison to the 35,259 rate of cars 
sold per day in February. Analysts attribute GM's 
slump in sales to the fact that early March sales 
were pulled into the period maridngTebmary sales. 
Boosted by incentive programs, this year's rate has 
been 300,000 cars higher than the 1988 consensus 
prediction of about 6.8 million car sales. 
Weak dollar helps 
t U.S. deficit 
The American current-account deficit fell to 
18.99 billion in the fourth quarter, helped by the 
:ening of the dollar. However, the 1987 deficit' 
it an all- time record, sai<k the Commerce 
Department. The current-account deficit is a 
projection of the amount of money the nation 
must raise abroad, mainly by loans, to finance the 
economy. In recent years, the United States has 
become the largest debtor nation in the world. 
The 'Burg goes green 
By Amanda Benson 
staff writer  
It's St. Patrick's Day — yet another excuse to 
party. 
JMU students, like millions of other American 
college students, will indulge in drinking green 
beer and donning green attire and party hats. 
But in Ireland, although the party atmosphere is 
alive, religion plays a major role on this national 
holiday. The Irish attend special religious services 
and community gatherings to honor St. Patrick, 
the patron saint of Ireland. 
Shamrocks, the national flower of Ireland, are 
worn on lapels. The plants, according to Irish 
legend, were used by St. Patrick to explain the 
concept of the Trinity to ancient Irish ^ho 
disbelieved the Christian faith. 
St. Patrick chose the shamrock to draw a parallel 
between the three leaves on one stem and the three 
persons in one God. 
Much of this religious meaning has been lost in 
America, where celebrations focus on parades and 
parties. 
The first St. Patrick's Day celebration in the 
United Slates was held in Boston in 1737. Today, 
New York City boasts the largest St. Patrick's Day 
parade in the nation. 
Harrisonburg isn't exactly the parade or party 
capital of the nation, but there are still several 
ways JMU students can celebrate St. Patty's Day. 
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
Players, a local bar, will probably serve green 
beer on tap and decorate in festive colors, said Dave 
Morani, owner and operator. 
Morani expects Players to be "jam-packed" 
because "Thursdays are Ladies' Night anyway. 
"People will probably drink more since it's a 
holiday," he said. 
There will be no discounts on alcoholic 
beverages because of Alcoholic Beverage Control 
regulations preventing such discounts after 9 p.m., 
Morani said. 
"My hands are preuy much tied because I can't 
mess with the beer prices," Morani said. 
He advised to "get there before 10 p.m. if you 
want to get in." 
Pargo's, an area restaurant, is promoting several 
St. Patrick's Day specials, said manager Tamara 
Thomas. Menu items for the holiday include a full 
corned beef dinner, fried yams, Irish stew and 
Leprechaun quiche. Drink specials include Irish 
coffee and the Nutty Irishman, she said. 
"We'll have balloons and crepe paper, too, to get 
everyone in a festive mood," Thomas said. 
"I'd be surprised if we attracted more business 
than usual, because Thursday night is always a 
good night," she said. "I'm sure we'll get our share 
of partiers, though." 
See GREEN page 15V 
"Ml J 
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The JMU Festival of the Arts 
presents 
(Los Angeles in Virginia) 
March 20-25 
Festival Guests 
California artists representing the fields of art, dance, music, television 
and film will share their perceptions of Los Angeles and examine the 
influence West Coast culture has on their art. 
J J.Johnson 
The man who taught the trombone to play be-bop will perform with 
JMU jazz musicians. After devoting most of the last 17 years fo 
a career as a studio composer, arranger and conductor in Los Angeles, 
Johnson is back on the performance scene. 
PhoefSutton 
A 1981 graduate of James Madison University, Sutton is currently 
executive story editor of the television program "Cheers." He will share 
excerpts of the show and discuss the Los Angeles perspective as the 
Festival's guest in-residence throughout the week. 
The Jazz Tap Ensemble 
Formed m Los Angeles in 1979, the Jazz Tap Ensemble synthesizes two 
traditional American art forms-tap dance and jazz music. 
Robert Winter 
The co-author of "The Guide to L.A. Architecture" will discuss the 
uniqueness of the city's architecture. 
Festival Art Exhibitions 
March 14-24 
Sawhill Gallery, 8:30a.m. - 4:30p.m. Mondays through Fridays, 1-5p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays, Duke Fine Arts Center: "The View from Los 
Angeles" will showcase the characteristics of artists living in Los 
Angeles. Graphic designer Jayme Odgers, ceramist Anne Scott Plummer, 
sculptor Jim Jenkins and painters Jim Dailey and Robert Gil de Montes 
will exhibit work in the show. 
March 14-April 2 
New Image Gallery, noon-5p.m. Mondays through Thursdays, noon-4p.m. 
Fridays and Saturdays, Zirkle House, 983 S. Main St.: "On the Beach: 
A View from the Huntington Beach Pier" by professional photographer 
Roger Camp captures human activity at the beach waterfine. 
California Cuisine 
Gibbons Dining Hall will offer special dinners that reflect West Coast 
style Monday through Thursday. Dancing entertainment will be 
featured each evening from 4:30 - 7:30p.m. in Dining Room 2. 
Reservations are necessary and may be made by calling 568-3622. 
The cost of each meal is S6 for persons without dining contracts. 
Festival Calendar 
Sunday, March 20 
Movie, 7p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Chinatown;" 
admission is free. 
Monday, March 21 
Multimedia Presentation, 3p.m., Room A100, Duke Fine Arts 
Center: Michael Brodsky, associate professor of art at JMU, 
will lecture about Los Angeles art and culture. 
Movie, 4:30p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Sunset Boulevard" 
admission is free. 
Lecture, 7:30p.m., Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Duke Fine Arts 
Center: Robert Winter will discuss Los Angeles architecture. 
A reception will follow in Sawhill Gallery. 
Tuesday, March 22 
Presentation, 8p.m., Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Duke Fine 
Arts Center: Phoef Sutton will show excerpts from "Cheers" 
and discuss his work. 
Wednesday, March 23 
Panel Discussion, 10:30a.m., Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Duke 
Fine Arts Center: Festival guests will examine aspects of 
Los Angeles culture. 
J.J. Johnson Concert, 8p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: J.J. 
Johnson will perform with JMU jazz musicians. Tickets are $3 
and are available in the University Program Board office in 
the Warren Campus Center. 
Thursday, March 24 
Jazz Tap Ensemble Concert, 8p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: 
The ensemble will present its blend of tap dancing and jazz 
music. 3      ' 
Friday, March 25 
Movie, 7 and 9:30p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "La Bamba." 
admission is $i .50 for those with JMU ID'S, $2 for general 
admisson 
Admission to events is free unless otherwise noted. 
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Don't 
Smoking marijuana is a 
lot more dangerous than 
you think. And a lot less 
cool. 
t AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION The Christmas Seal People® 
Space contnbuled by the publisher as n puDfcc service 
Green 
>■ (Continued from page 13) 
JM's Pub & Deli is "not planning 
anything really special" except for green 
draught beer, said manager Bashar 
Itraish. 
Like other area bars, JM's is usually 
busy Thursday nights. "It's Sponsor 
Night, and we have a D.J., so we 
expect a good crowd — two or three 
hundred people," he said. 
Restaurants and bars are not the only 
businesses that expect sales increases; 
card shops at the Valley Mall also 
predict a profit jump. 
Mary Rodes, manager of Matthew's 
Hallmark, said the store is carrying 
"appropriate items for the season," such 
as party wear and beer steins. 
For the serious partier, Matthew's 
Hallmark carries a St. Patrick's Day 
drinking helmet that holds two cans of 
beer, available for $13.25. 
Elm Tree Hallmark's manager Terri 
Ashby said, "More and more people are 
buying St. Patrick's Day party items." 
The Elm Tree Slore carries "Kiss Me 
I'm Irish" mugs, stuffed Garfield cats 
dressed in green, and a Spuds 
MacKenzie stuffed dog donning a green 
derby. 
"This is the first year we've sold a lot 
of St. Patrick's Day stuff," Ashby said. 
However, business is "nowhere near 
Valentine's Day or Mother's Day." 
"When a person of Irish descent dies, 
they don't sit around and cry, they 
party!" 
—Greg Tutwiler 
"I don't know if it's a good thing that 
beer is emphasized [on St. Patrick's 
Day], but card stores can certainly take 
advantage of it," Rodes said. 
JMU students comprise "a big part of 
sales," she said. Goods often purchased 
include paper cups, mugs and "cute 
little garters and hats." 
FRESH CUT FLOWERS 
CORSAGES & BOUTONNIERES    \ 
434-5996 1774 South Main St. (1 block South of 
Roth Theatres) 
Fraternities and sororities are also 
joining in the St. Patrick's Day 
festivities. 
John Fallon, president of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, said the fraternity is 
combining with Pi Kappa Phi fraternity 
as well as Sigma Sigma Sigma and 
Open 
Until 
Midnight 
kinkes 
Great copies. Great people. 
433-9287 
Alpha Chi Omega sororities for a SL 
Patrick's Day party. 
The party, to be held in the 
basements of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Pi 
Kappa Phi, will be "closed until around 
midnight and then opened to girls and 
close friends," Fallon said. 
He said there will be "lots of 
decorations, T-shirts for sale, and green 
beer." 
Fred Carr Edson, a member of Pi 
Kappa Phi, said, "St. Patty's Day is a 
good opportunity to diversify our social 
functions*. It's a good chance to 
experience another culture in 
Harrisonburg by drinking green beer." 
Senior Greg Tutwiler, a member of 
Lambda Chi Alpha, said the fraternity 
is having a party with Sigma Kappa 
sorority. 
"It's called the St. Patty's Day 
Finnigan's Wake Party," Tutwiler said. 
In the tradition of an Irish wake, "there 
will be bagpipes at midnight, and we're 
marching a coffin down the row," he 
said. 
"When a person of Irish descent dies, 
they don't sit around and cry, they 
party!" Tutwiler said. 
The party will feature green beer and 
T-shirts printed with "Kiss Me I'm 
Irish" on the front and "Finnigan's 
Wake" on the back. After midnight, all 
Greeks wearing letters are welcome, 
Tutwiler said. 
*r 
k 
FREE 
PREGNANCY 
TESTING 
NO ANOINTMENT NECESSARY 
COMI'Iiri.i.y COMmi.sriAi. 
'Harrisonburg Crisis 
Pregnancy Center 
434-7528 
2S2tast1\'o((tStrut 
'Manisonburg 
HOURS 
TuesJay-9 MtTo 8 KM 
•fliursday- 0{pon To 8 W{ 
Friday- -9 AM To 7fyon k 
Spring   and    Summer    Positions! 
Available 
Are you taking May and Summer Session Classes? 
Do you have free time? 
Would you like to make good money and get good 
Communication/Marketing experience at the 
same time? 
Ask about internship possibilities as well. 
Call Sherry at ext. 309.  434-2311 (E.O.E) 
rrjj/r 
Latest Formal Fashions 
and Accessories in Stock 
At Affordable Prices 
Special Group Rates 
Campus Representative: Bob Castle X7277 
RENTAL     &     SALES 
1834    South     Main    St.,     Harrisonburg,VA    22801 
(Next  to  Nautilus) 
<--R~      r 
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic 
Camp. You'll get six weeks of 
challenges that can build up your 
leadership skills as well as your 
body. You'll also get almost J700. 
But hurry. This summer may be 
your last chance to graduate from 
college with a degree and an officer's 
commission. 
See your Professor of Military 
Science for details. 
plunge 
this 
slimmer. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAININC CORPS 
Call:    Major Saari      568-6264 
♦ Applications 
extended through 
Wednesday, March 23 
♦Applications 
aval able in the 
UPB office 
♦Increasing 
awareness of 
UPB events 
Spring Is 
On Its Way! 
I ■•oit-h at HWM w*m**i *~~ - 
IIEIIIIHIII r-i i -—-' "M?*"^*!? 
•ST-•»*». ■»»«...•».« "-*>•£""■■;•: 
m-w— «•». -~" ***•. ~««M K"H 
H ■—KM — *■ III III #*•«■—»*»" 
NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE. 
DIET PEPSI OR 
Pepsi 
Cola  2-Ltr. 
S-PAK 12-OZ. CANS .      11.71 
n 09 BEER 
Old 
Milwaukee 12-ozT£l . Cans 
29 
Lay's Brand 
Potato Chips 
99 
KROGER NATURAL FLAV 
Deluxe 
Ice Cream 2 $3 M '.'Gal      %#
"NEWLY ADDED" FROZEN 
Chef BoyArDeeQI 
Pizzas io oz. 99 
IN THE DELI PASTRY SHOPPE 
OVEN FRESH 
Variety 
Cookies. Doz. 99 
40C OFF LABEL. 
LAUNDRY Surf $159 
Detergent   42 oz   X 
FROZEN BEEF,TURKEY 
OR CHICKEN 
Morton 
Pot Pies 
7-07. 3.1 
_Jt5~ 
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■ CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR   RENT 
U-Place - 1 single RM & 1 RM for 2. 
$170/mo. for single; $150/mo. for double. 
We have everything - W/D, DW, microwave, 
etc. Lease starts Aug. 15. You have to rent 
now to get the great places for next fall! 
Call Diane or Missy at 433-3302. Females 
only please. 
New Completely Furnished 4 BR Apts. - 
Extra features furnished - microwave, 
disposal, W/D, color TV & cable, am/fm 
cassette player. Model available to show 
now. Leasing June 1. Renting to groups of 
4. Rent $i85/person. Water & sewer 
included. 12 mo. lease & deposit required. 
No pets. Also available completely furnished 
units in same area. $l65/person, renting to 
individuals. Call 433-1717 between 9 am & 
5 pm. 
Lease Negotiable - Quiet 1 BR apt. 
Dutchmill Court. $275. 434-2100. 
University Place - Waterbedl Must sublet, 
May/summer, Cheap! Brad, 433-6953. 
Sublet Nowl Only $100/mo. to live at 
U-Place. W/D, DW, microwave, etc. Get the 
best place now! Call Diane or Missy at 
433-3302. 
Help I Need 1-4 girls to sublet 
June-August. $125/mo. negotiable. Roomy 
3 BR townhouse, AC, mostly furnished, 
cable, pool, convenient location. Please call 
ASAP, 433-4841. 
House - 4/5 BRs, 2 baths, available 
immediately. $450 + deposit, utilities. 
434-5745 after 4 pm. 
2 Girls Needed To Share Huge RM 
$l50/mo., 88-89. Call Steph or Mamie, 
433-4019. 
May/Summer Single RM - Closest to 
campus. Clean, modem. 433-5407. 
University Court - 4 BR, May-August, 
great condition, price negotiable; can be 
subleased separately. CaH 434-3647. 
2 RMs For Sublease - House, 5 minute walk 
to campus, price negotiable. Call 
434-3647, Evelyn. 
Summer Sublet, University Place - Rent 
negotiable. Own BR, furnished. Susan, 
433-5711. 
Available March 21 - Rent 2 BRs, $150/mo. 
232 Cantrell, across from hospital. Mel or 
Phil, 434-5223. 
Sublet  Hunters   Ridge  Apt. - Has 
roommate; 5/27-8/27; Wendy, 433-1348. 
4 BR Apt.-10 minute walk from campus on 
S. Main St. $135/BR. Water furnished. 
Call after 6 pm, 434-3509. 
Male Or Female To Sublet large RM with 
private bath for summer. 10 minute walk to 
campus. Call Lynn, 434-5132. 
University Place - RM available for summer. 
Rent $105/mo. 434-1576, Rob. 
Sublet May-Summer - Campus Condos 
Apt., 1 block from campus. W/D privileges, 
microwave, DW, 2 full baths. Call Dennis, 
433-3444. 
Roommates Needed - Male & female, 
individuals or with a friend. Rents from 
$135. Call Madison Manor, 434-6166. 
Female December 88 Grads- Low rent, 
great apt. lease thru December. Quiet, 
non-smoking females only. Call Chris B., 
433-5918 or write PO 5172. 
FOR   SALE 
Spinet-Console Piano Bargain - Want 
responsible party to take over low monthly 
payments on spinet-console piano. Can be 
seen locally. Call Mr. White at 
1-800-327-3345, Ext. 101. 
Almost New & Older Refrigerators - 
Guaranteed. Delivery available. 828-4436. 
Loft For Sale - Best offer. Terri, x4559. 
Men's IT 12-Speed - Great condition & 
new tires. Call 434-3578 between 9-11 
pm. Ask for Jo. 
77 VW Rabbit - 4-speed (gas), excellent 
MPG. $750. Call 434-4400. After 5 pm 
call 434-4533. 
Go Faster! 50 cm. Raleigh racing bike. 
Reynolds 531 tubing, Shimano 600 EX 
group, Aero brake levers. New Paramount 
cycle computer included. Call Rick at 
433-0585. Leave message. 
20" Mountain Bike - '87 Fisher 
Hoo-Koo-E-Koo, fantastic buy at $450. 
Great condition. Extras included. Call Rick 
at 433-0585. Leave message. 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the 
facts today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090. 
Government Seized Homes from $1. (U 
repair.) Foreclosures & tax delinquent 
homes. For current repo list call 
(refundable) 1-518-459-3546, Ext. 
H6927, 24 hrs. 
HELP    WANTED 
Kennel Worker Needed - Part time, lousy 
hours, minimum wage for training. Apply in 
person. Valey Veterinary Hospital, 3015 S. 
Main St., 1/2 mile south of Dukes Plaza. 
Visual Coordinator At Valley Mall - 
Responsible for coordinating all window 
displays & seasonal decorations for the 
shopping center. Flexible hours. Must be 
creative, dependable, responsible. 
Experience helpful. Please caH 433-1797 
for an appointment 
Summer Employment - Town of Warrenton, 
Virginia. Operate paint machine for highway 
markings, parking slots, crosswalks. 
Contact S.N. Mettinger, ST., P.O. Drawer 
341, Warrenton, VA 22186. 
703-347-7945. 
Summer Employment - Need dependable 
energetic young people! Long hours! Good 
pay! Pullen Moving Company. Woodbridge- 
Dumfries, VA 550-8077, 221-3107. 
Summer Staff Wanted - Confrontation 
Point Ministries hiring high adventure 
wilderness coordinators, day camp, special 
needs, hearing impairment, medfcaJ needs & 
Appalachian home repair coordinators. 
Non-profit organization, member of 
ACA/CCI. Write P.O. Box 50, Ozone, TN 
37842. (615) 484-8483. 
Earn Hundreds Stuffing Envelopes - $2 
for each envelope stuffed. Send S.A.S.E. to 
T.V.A. Mail, P.O. Box 1986, FairfiekJ Glade, 
TN 38555. 
Overseas Jobs - Summer, year round. 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $900-2000/mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info, write UC. P.O. Box 52-VA04, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
Easy Worki Excellent Pay! Assemble 
products at home. Call for information, 
312-741-8400, Ext. A-411. 
LOST   &   FOUND 
Found Outside D-Hall Gold Hoop Earring 
1 1/2" in diameter. Call Andy at x4673. 
Horseback Riding - Mountaintop Ranch trail 
rides, hourly, all day or overnight in Blue 
Ridge mountains. Call for reservations. 
(703) 298-9542. Elkton, Va- 
SERVICES 
Welcome Back From Spring Break! From 
Jiffy Lube, the quick lube specialists 
located across from Valley Mall. No 
appointment necessary! 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning 
Center. 434-1812 
Resumes That Work! May & summer 
graduates need to act now! Make sure your 
image is ultra-professional. Professionally 
written/typeset quality. Visa/MC/check. 
433-3063. 
Typing Service - 24 years experience, 
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Typing Service - $l.25/pg. double space. 
Marsha Roth, 433-8713. 
The Terrified Typist - Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. 434-2601 
No Time To Type Reports, Thesis? Call 
Office Pros, 434-1620.. 
Learn To Dive - Scuba classes taught year 
round. Call Kathy's Scuba, 433-3337. 
Celebrate With Someone Special at The 
Country Place, 42 mites north, furnished 2 
BR I 5 BR cabins, fireplaces, waterbed; 
canoeing, horseback riding. Owned & 
operated by JMU faculty member, 
703-743-4007. 
The Widow Kip's BaB in Mt Jackson. 
Romantic getaway. Fireplaces in al BRs, 
separate cozy cottage. $45-55 for 2. 
703-477-2400. 
Shenandoah Valley BAB Reservations - 
Luxurious inns, invigorating farms, gracious 
homes. (703) 459-8241. 
Research Papers - 15,278 available! 
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free 
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or 
COO. 
WANTED 
Adoption - Happily married couple wishes 
very much to adopt newborn. We win give 
your baby a warm, loving home with strong 
family values & financial security. Medical & 
legal expenses paid. Strictly legal & 
confidential. Call Mike or Joan collect. 
202-965-0614. 
Exchange Old Tapes, Albums & CDs. Send 
name & JMU address to: Tape Exchange, 
P.O. Box 2869, campus mail. 
PERSONALS 
Tonight, PC Dukes, Afterhours, Apartment 
Six, 10 pm -1 am, Free! 
Rock! Rock! Rock! Friday at AXP with Bad 
Weather. BYOB 
Need To Have Your Carpets Steam 
Cleaned? Call IN pledges at X4910 or 
x7242. $7 on campus, $10 per RM off. 
Irish Eyes Will Be Smiling At AXA St. 
Patrick's Day. 
Start Saving To Buy A XO. 
Violence!! JMU Men's Lacrosse game Friday 
at 4 on Godwin Field vs. Towson St. 
Black Sabbath? Nope. The Mainliners, 
classic rock. Thursday, Mystic Den 
Kama - Here's to spring break on the 
California coast & those look - alike snappy 
cars! Yellie yellie! 
For All Of You Who Went on the "booze 
cruise to hell" & stayed in 108 at the 
Hibiscus. Thanks for a great spring break. 
Love, Carol Marol. 
Cherijello - Regardless of what you are or 
aren't, we love you. IE Team - Kelly, Cherish, 
Sasha, Mary Jean, Deb, Janet, Bruce. 
Ana-Mart -1 hope you had a cheesy one love 
London! 
ii K<t> - Let's hope you didn't catch 
anything but a new pineapple on break, since 
it is from a gay bar. 
Bahama Princess Crew - Hey mon, 
remember wadka, selling crack, beer 
drinking contests, The Palace H 3, our own 
Whitney Houston, incestuous newryweds, 
rising dance floors, the sunrise, no steep, 
T.C., the casino, thanks for tie fun. Luv you 
all, Sue. P.S. Special thanks to you too Sue. 
Tonight, PC Dukes, Afterhours, Apartment 
Six, 10 pm -tarn, Free! 
CHIa - The Bizarre Show - Saturday, 8 pm, 
The Little Grill, $2. 
AXP Is Proud To Present the natjonaly 
reknown classic rock & blues of Bad 
Weather tomorrow night. Tickets $3/door 
$4. 
' <> 
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SUPER i) 0 
A 
FRESH 
# 
St.  Patricks (Day 
■ 
Coors 
Extra   Gold 
:
 A C I' Cm_       ■      ^|        \J 
<LL    VARIETIES 
Lay's 
Potato   Chips 
6 5   02 
> IHERRY-TAB-SPRITE- 
MIN "AID-DIET   OR   REGULAR 
Coca Cola 
.  .     .. 
Black 
Grapes 
..    IN 
SOD'   ■' LB. 
QMJ^5 
JUPER^FRttH 
——POOD MARKETS5SSSSS 
The freshest way to Save 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
SWfR^FftEfM SUPER COUPON 
BUY 3-14 OZ. 
RENO'S PIZZAS 
AND GET A FREE 
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase. 
Valid Sun., Mar. 13 thru Sat., Mar. 19,1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
3 LITER BOTTLE 
A&P SODA 
WPfR^FRCJH SUPER COUPON 
WHITE GRADE A' 
Large Eggs 
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase. 
Valid Sun., Mar. 13 thru Sat., Mar. 19,1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
390 
doz. cln 
MUSIC MAN OR 
WHEELS 
SUr«-; FftfJH SUPER COUPON 
Kraft 
Macaroni Dinners 
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase. 
Valid Sun,, Mar. 13 thru Sat., Mar. 19.1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
100 
FROZEN 
fUPW* FMSM SUPER COUPON 
Any Variety 
A&P Pizza 
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase. 
Valid Sun., Mar. 13 thru Sat., Mar. 19,1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
390 
85 Carlton Street • 2255 South Main Street, Harrisonburg, Virginia 
■ null 
E^ QoCden China ^staurant1 
• (Downtown • 
Sunday Buffet 
11:30am-3:00pm 
$1.00 OFF for all JMU students, faculty and staff with a valid ID. 
Only $5.95! 
• 'Doumtoum Only • 
Good thru May 1,1988. 
434-1285 
30 W. Water St. (Next to Spanky's) 
HARRISONBURG 
HONDA 
CONGRATULATES THIS YEAR'S 
SOON TO BE 
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
As you enter the workplace, 
we would like to assist you by 
making the transition as easy 
as possible.If you are considering 
transportation, you may find 
that without credit history, 
credit experience, and credit 
references it may be difficult 
to obtain the car you want. 
WE CAN HELP WITH OUR 
* NEW COLLEGE GRADUATE PLAN * 
YOU CAN 
1.Establish credit with major banks 
2.Establish credit history and reference 
3.Arxange payments to fit your situation 
#1   PRODUCT 
#1   SERVICE 
#1  PRICE 
Horrisonburg <h D.L. No. 4078 
^Hondo 433-1417 
2675 S. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va. 
4 
Jamie Rorrer - Happy 21st bthday! We 
miss you. KPDMV 
Fritz  Same time next year? 
Thanks To EvtryoiM who made my 21st 
something special - you know who you are! 
Kelly E. 
Guys - Thanks for the company! The kip 
was entertaining after Cosby...Aloe, 
Pubix? Love that cat's toy. .Our hats were 
better than yours...George Michael 
rules...Hungry, thirsty - want some gravy? 
Ha! Thanks for the pizza. Don't we wish we 
were in Santa Fe? The girls on your tail. 
Happy Birthday to the greatest twins ever! 
Lots of love, Dave 4 Chris 
Do The Dead Rise? Finnegan's Wake, 
midnight March 17! AXA 
Laura - Sorry, no stuffed animals this year. 
Happy birthday. Kevin 
Rita & Christine - Here's to a man named 
Jed, E.F. Hutton & Flat Stanley! That's 
what happens... Love, Drea 
Men's Lacrosse Game 
4, Friday on Godwin Field 
vs.TowsonSl 
Jenni Reltzl Ifs over!'Smile! Love, your 
insomniaiic study partner. 
Rock-N-Roll   With   Integrity - The 
Mainliners, Thursday. Mystic Den. 
Joe Clement - The cow moos at midnight. 
(How "cute"!) TW 
Dana K -1 started to fall in love with you 
the moment I saw you, but toe IPE formal 
last year rid me MI love you!! Esteban 
501 Blues IV!! JMU's party tradition 
continues on April 9th. 
Wen, Jutes, Amy, Pam, Pam, Mfchaux t Lb - 
To the wild Key West women, you made my 
21st birthday unforgettable! Foley Square 
(countdown, b-day kisses), Benihana (legal 
drinks, real food, pictures), Days Inn 
(b-day cake, The sexy dress, 3 man), & 
back to Foley Square (no comment!) I had a 
blast! You ail are great! Thank you! Love, 
Julie(B—-)• 
Hamsterbraln - Happy birthday! Well keep 
searching! •Wanted:..." Deb 
How Do I Get To Eagle - more than just a 
comic book store? Take 11 south to Dukes 
Plaza or business route #3. 433-8283. 
Bedroom Eyes & Dr. Ruth, my special 
friends • Meow! The trip was great - 
Disney World, the boys, Cher, Michael, the 
chicken, ears, showers - Ha! Hungry? 
Thirsty? What a tart...hog...bird. 
Mozarella sticks - yum chocolate ice cream, 
whip cream -118 wow! Remember - stay 
away from the —! Love ya, Tigress. 
"Discover Scuba" - Free introductory 
lesson Thur., Mar. 17, 1988, 7:15 pm, 
Bridgewater College pool. Call 433-3337 
for details. 
AXA - Happy SI. Patrick's Day! Let's 
celebrate in true dish tradition tonight! IK 
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Tonight, PC Dukes, Aflerhours, Apartment 
Six, 10 pm-1am, Free! 
Carol MacDonald - Congratulations on 
winning FM WAIL 99's 'Best Body On The 
Beach' contest in Key West over spring 
break! 
Cefa/Pegeen - Hey! We want some...! MTV, 
Good Catholics? French fries, UNO 2 for 
2, FME Red, Hon-ee! Win, Mke, Coty, Steve, 
Snoring, Bronze goddesses, Shoot Muffy! 
RA Heavy, 'Quote of the week,' Stud 
Muffins, Celia Slammers, Purple Thingie, 
Father Figure, Pick a card what number? 
Ooh ooh Baby. Take me, take me now! > oute 
awesome, dudes! Sandy, Andrea. Sharyn. 
Singing Telegrams • The Chi Phi pledge 
class will serenade your scope, girl/boy 
friend, etc. Call Jeff, x5787. 
The PI Kap/Days km Guys - We will never 
forget 3-man, Foley Square, happy hours at 
the pool, van rides...thanks for making Key 
West great! Room 404. 
Wendy Alderman - Happy 22nd birthday. 
Love, Third Floor Logan Gang. 
Fry-Brain ft Babes - Can we troll for skank 
on the quad or do we have to go to 
VanderbHt? Hayden 
Carol MacDonald - We're proud to say one 
of our Sisters has the best body on the Key 
West beach. AXQ 
Boxologlsts - We're no vacationotogists, 
but spring break was awesome! Thanks for 
the hospitality. Love, The Boxes. 
On Sale Now-Tickets for Bad Weather at 
AXP Friday. 
Father's Making Me Marry Mary Mac - 
Midnight. March 17, AXA. 
XO Steve Auction Coming Soon 
N.U. - I should adventure for such 
merchanrjse. Use F not E;_95. 
Come See The World's Fastest Game on 
two feet, Friday at 4 on Godwin Field. 
Get Your Carpel Steamed Cleaned by IN 
pledges on 4/19 & 4/20. Call X4910 or 
x7242. 
The Malnliners With Special Guests OUF 
Thursday. Mystic Den. 
Bad Weather are playing up a storm Friday. 
B.Y.O. Umbrela 
Opus & R.J. - Run for office nude, then 
you'll win. 
Tonight, PC Dukes, Afterhours, Apartment 
Six, 10 pm -1 am, Free! 
Esquire 306 - You guys were the best! 
Can't wait til next year and Daytona. Donl 
forget Whitehall, those nasty boys, and 
sunburn! Love Ya-Steph. 
To B.R., B.J., & E.V. - You three are all 
GODS and the women know it. 
El Patio - I'm peeling. I'm cold and I.want to 
go back. Are you with me? What a good 
time the whole week for having orriy four 
people in that room. Leaving again soon. 
Who's with me? The burnt one. 
t 
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From the stage to the classroom 
 1 
Australian ballerina dances her way to JMU 
By Mary Michalski 
staff writer 
"Ballet is a great brain drain," says Robin Haig, 
director of the ballet portion of the Contemporary 
Dance Ensemble concert which opens tonight 
Haig, now a JMU ballet teacher and choreographer, 
spent 22 years dancing in professional ballet 
companies. 
"I was so fatigued physically, emotionally and 
mentally," she says, "that spare time could be spent 
just sitting slumped looking at a speck on the wall." 
After her professional ballet career, Haig, who was 
"The company dissolved about three times in nine 
months, having no funds to pay their dancers," she 
says. "All of us were young, most of us without our 
families, and it was a very choppy experience. It was 
good for me, though, because I became resourceful 
living without resources to maintain mc." 
That same year Haig won a scholarship from the 
Royal Academy of Dance. It carried her even farther 
from home, across the ocean to England. 
Haig remembers her family's support of the career 
move. "They accepted the Tact that if I were going to 
persevere in dance that I would have to leave 
Australia. My father didn't consider it as a positive 
JMU mm ,Mch„ M H.,8 d.mo„s,r.,.s h.r -Dane, f^EZg™. 
born and raised in Australia, moved to the United 
States in 1981 with her husband, JMU. English 
professor John Maynard, and two daughters, Elissa 
and Sophie. 
Haig settled into the role of "a full-time mom" 
while contributing to the JMU dance department as a 
guest artist and choreographer. 
As a second-year faculty member, Haig now teaches 
the advanced ballet class. 
Her long blond hair tied back in a pony tail, 
typifying the classical ballet look, the S-foot-3 
ballerina reminisces about her start in ballet with a 
charming Australian accent. 
"I began classical ballet training at age 11 with one 
of the foremost teachers in Australia. At 15, halfway 
through my last year of junior high, I left school in 
order to do ballet full time." 
At 17, Haig joined a struggling ballet company in 
Australia that took her away from home for the first 
time. , , 
career choice for a long time, but he was indulgent 
and convinced by other people that I had the talent " 
She says her father was not the only person who 
had difficulty accepting ballet as a legitimate career 
choice. "I was reasonably reticent about telling 
people about it. For a girl, it wasn't considered a 
serious career in Australia" 
derived from dance. "It took me a while to realize it 
was a job. It was such a wonderful thing to be 
involved in that it didn't seem like a job. It wasn't 
until I was a professional that I realized it wasn't just 
for my enjoyment that I was out there dancing." 
If dancing her way around the world in such 
countries as Scotland, Romania, Scandinavia and 
Russia can be considered fascinating, then Haig is not 
exaggerating when she says, "I have had a very 
interesting, full life." 
In fact, "There are more countries that I've travelled 
to than I've not travelled to," she says. 
Of her many tours, her most memorable was to 
Russia in 1961 with the Royal Ballet. It was the first 
time a Western company had performed there. 
"Russia was a highlight," Haig says. "The 
reception was overwhelming and extremely exciting. 
Flowers were thrown on the stage at each 
performance — and sometimes even during the 
performance. That was at that time unknown." 
Her celebrity treatment didn't end when the Russian 
tour did. Haig was featured at least three limes on the 
cover of the English monthly magazine Dance and 
Dances. She also has toured with several 
world-famous dancers, including Margot Fontcyn and 
Rudolph Nureyev, two of the most renowned ballet 
stars in the world today. 
But Haig's life on the ballet stage has had its 
drawbacks. The roses and the encores are not the only 
images dancing in her memory. 
"I used to feel frustrated, especially when I was 
younger," she says. "I felt very frustrated by the fact 
that my life was too enclosed. We were in those 
studios all'day long. It was hard to maintain friends 
who weren't dancers. I couldn't keep up friendships 
with people who weren't locked into my world." 
In addition to missed friendships, Haig also regrets 
lost academic opportunities. 
"I tried to study languages and I was frustrated 
because I could not continue with courses. Having a 
touring life disrupted anything of that nature that I 
wanted." 
But she had to make sacrifices, and she knew it 
"When I was a dancer, I worked with people who 
wanted dance to be their life's work. Dancers today 
quite often think that they will dance for just part of 
their lives and a lot of people seem to retire in their 
early twenties. 
"I have an old school of thought where you commit 
yourself to the dance, and that is where you'll be for 
7 have an old school of thought where vou commit 
— Robin Haig 
Haig gradually decided to pursue ballet as a career 
"I always felt like it wasn't my decision but it kind 
of just went that way," she says. "I obviously had the 
talent and the certain tenacity, and it just seemed like 
that was what I was certainly and inevitably going to 
be doing." 
Initially Haig was blinded by the pleasure she 
the rest of your life." 
Haig's dedication to dance will come to life on 
stage tonight at Laumer-Shaeffer Theatre. Haig is 
dmxung a cast of 20 dancers for the ballet "Dances to 
Chopin" which will premiere tonight as part of the 
See DANCE page 21 >• 
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Love-inspired Dracula strikes at Wampler 
focal insane asylum," Bailey says. By Sally Dlgges 
staff writer 
"Dracula isn't evil — all he wants is 
a woman, but everybody hassles him 
about it. 
"Dracula is basically a sympathetic 
character who doesn't set out to kill 
anybody, but he's determined to have 
this one particular woman as his bride," 
says senior Randy Horte, director of the 
JMU Experimental Theatre's production 
of "The Passion of Dracula." 
The play takes place in rural England 
in 1911 and is based on Bram Stoker's 
novel Dracula. 
"The Passion of Dracula' is a typical 
Dracula story in that it tends to be 
melodramatic, but we tried to take it 
seriously without playing up the 
corniness," says Horte. 
Sophomore Joe Hiney, who plays the 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
Jameson (Keith Humphreys) restrains Insane asylum escapee 
(Roland Bailey) as he tries to talk to Wllhelmina Murray (Carol 
Tenore), the recipient of Dracula's passion. 
bloodsucking count, says "this Dracula 
has more substance than your 
stereotypical Dracula, and the audience 
gets to know him better. He's bored 
after being alive for 500 years, and he's 
ready to lay it on the line for the girl." 
Dracula's object of affection is 
Wilhelmina Murray, played by junior 
Carol Tenore. She describes her 
character as "very innocent and 
unknowingly provacative. 
"It's her precociousness that attracts 
Dracula." 
Professor Van Helsing, played by 
junior Jim Anzide, stands in the way of 
Dracula's plans for Wilhelmina. Anzide 
says "Van Helsing is the first person to 
realize who Dracula really is and what 
he intends to do. Van Helsing wants to 
protect Wilhelmina because he's an old 
family friend." 
The conflict is basically "a battle of 
minds and time between Dracula and 
Van Helsing," says Anzide. "Both have 
definite goals — Dracula's is to make 
Wilhelmina his bride and Van Helsing's 
is to destroy Dracula." 
Some of the play's lighter moments 
are provided by Renfield, Dracula's 
henchman, played by senior Roland 
Bailey. "Renfield is a harmless lunatic 
who is constantly escaping from the 
/ 
"He eats living creatures like spiders 
and flies because he thinks that their 
blood will make him immortal," he 
says. "He's completely out of touch 
with reality and Dracula keeps him 
around for kicks." 
Horte uses period costumes and music 
to create a realistic atmosphere. 
Dracula's fangs were made out of a 
mold by an area dentist, Steve Gardener, 
to increase the realistic effect 
"Dracula is a part of our culture, and 
everybody is basically familiar with the 
story," says Horte. "It's a real audience 
pleaser, but it's for mature audiences 
since it includes some gore and sex 
scenes." 
Horte became interested in directing 
after seeing the original Dracula movie 
last semester in Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre. "It seemed like it would be a 
fun play to direct, and the play's 
technical challenges seemed 
interesting." 
"The Passion of Dracula" 
performances are at the Experimental 
Theatre in the Wampler Building at 8 
p.m. on March 16, 17 and 19, with a 
midnight showing on the 18th and a 2 
p.m. matinee on the 20th. Admission 
is $2.50. 
Dance 
> (Continued from page 20) 
Contemporary Ensemble's concert. 
The concert will run through Saturday. Tickets are 
$4 for the general public and $3 with a JMU ID 
Thursday, and $5 for the public and $4 with a JMU 
ID Friday and Saturday. 
Modern dance pieces highlight the first part of the 
concert, which features Cynthia Thompson's "The 
Real End" and a suite of solos by Alice Howes, 
Deborah Goff and Lisa Thomas. "Onyx," a piece 
choreographed by University of Maryland dance 
professor Alvin Mayes, also will be in the program. 
Mayes came to JMU in mid-February to audition the 
dancers and teach his choreography. 
The ballet will close the concert. "Dances to 
Chopin," partially a reconstruction of Michael 
Fokine's Romantic ballet, also contains Haig's 
original choreography. Haig has created an abstraction 
of Fokine's theme in which the musician's peace of 
mind is menaced and then later restored by the 
appearance of sylphs, which are slender, graceful 
beings. 
When the curtains fall on this performance of 
"Dances to Chopin" for the final time Saturday night, 
memories of the long rehearsals will fade like the 
dimming stage lights after the sylphs have taken their 
final leaps. For Robin Haig, this will mean a return 
to the classroom and a fulfilling teaching career. 
"I am very much enjoying teaching," she says. 
"It's a never-ending learning experience for me. 
"Instead of my career winding down as a dancer, it 
seems to have opened out more broadly/• 
Staff photo by PHIUP HOLMAN 
Students rehearse Haig's choreography 
 for tonight'* opening performance. 
Gallery features 
California photos 
The New Image Gallery is now featuring Roger 
Camp's "On the Beach: A View from the Huntington 
Beach Pier." 
The exhibit is a collection of color photographs of 
Southern California surfers, lifeguards and sunbathers 
taken over a five-year period. 
Camp is head of the photography department at 
Golden West College in Huntington Beach, 
California. His work is included in the corporate 
collections of IBM and Coca-Cola. 
"On the Beach" will continue through April 2. New 
Image Gallery is located in Zirkle House, 983 S. 
Main St. Hours are noon-5 p.m. Mondays through 
Thursdays and noon4 pjn. Fridays and Saturdays. 
Department presents 
two choral concerts 
The JMU Department of Music will present two 
choral concerts in upcoming weeks. 
The JMU Women's Concert Choir, directed by Ms. 
Roma Prindle, will present a program on Sunday, 
March 20, at 3 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Patricia Price will assist on piano. 
A concert by the JMU Chorale, directed by David 
A. Watkins, will take place Sunday. March 27. at 3 
pjn. at First Presbyterian Church, on Court Square. 
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Also available in 
Young Mens 
9.00   Ocean Pacific® Neon screen print 
t-shirts. Reg. $12. 
19.50 Ocean Pacific® Kahuna-length surfer 
shorts in assorted Neon colors. 
Reg. $26. 
Also available in Juniors 
25% off.   Bongo separates. Includes camp- 
shirts, cropped crewneck t-shirt, 4 button 
cropped t-shirt, short skirts & pleated capri 
pants. Values to $35. 
Come in & see our Spring Fashion Circular for 
these savings & many more. 
G O  T  C  H 
E  C  T S 
FASHION-CONSCIOUS KNIT-PICKERS, PLEASE TAKE NOTE!' 
Pay attention and get comfortable. Pure cotton knit separates to live 
in. Take them out for walks. Slide into them for late-night phone 
conversations. Once you understand their beauty and comfort, you 
may find it difficult to wear anything else. A. Color blocked striped 
short sleeved top in pale rose/ black, 30.00. Elastic waist capri 
pants in black, 30.00. B. Striped crewneck crop top in periwinkle/ 
black, 28.00. Matching wide elastic-waist skirt, 37.00. 
WATERCOLOR COTTONS MAKE FOR LEISUREPA^ERN^L 
Sun-baked, sun-ripened colors drenched in sun-fun loving style 
evoke easy, layered comfort for today's young man. In 100% cotton. 
Left: pink print shirt. S-M-L-XL. 28.00; Deck Chair knit shirt, tangerine or 
coral^^XL, 32.00; Jeeper pants, azure blue or teal, 28-38, 37.00. 
AFTER     HOURS 
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THURSDAY 
MUSIC 
Apartment 6 — P.C. Dukes, 10 p.m., free 
admission. 
JMU Horn Choir — Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
OUF and The Ma in liner* — The Mystic Den, 
cover charge not available. 
Disc jockey — Belle Meade, $1 cover charge. 
DJ — Calhoun's, St. Patrick's Day Parly, no cover 
charge. 
DJ — J.M.'s Pub & Deli, AGD and Sigma Chi Sponsor 
Night, $1 cover charge. 
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for 
ladies, $1 for men. 
MOVIES 
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (G) 
— Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 9:30 p.m. 
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20 
p.m. 
Off Limits (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30 
p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920 p.m. 
Switching Channels (PG) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1 .-30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 550 p.m., 7:35 
p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
Vice Versa (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. 
Frantic (R) — Roth Theatres. 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
Moving (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.. and 
950 p.m. 
The Last Emperor (PG-13) — Roth Theatres. 
7:30 p.m. 
COMEDY 
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover 
charge. 
FRIDAY 
MUSIC 
John Jackson — Blues guitarist, Warren Campus 
Center patio, 12 noon. 
Student Recitals — Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 
3 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Contraband — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
The Ryalls Brothers — Calhoun's, $3 cover 
charge. 
New Star CHy — The Gandy Dancer, $3 cover 
charge. 
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — The Mystic 
Den, cover charge not available. 
Topaz — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge. 
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge. 
DJ — Players, all ages admitted. $2 cover charge 
for underaged, $1 for 21 and up. 
MOVIES 
The Big Easy (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
DOA (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 
330 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920 
p.m. 
Off Limits (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m.. 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
Vice Versa (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. 
A Night in the Life of Jimmy Reardon (R) — 
Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Moving (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 
920 p.m. 
Police Academy 5 (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 
p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
MUSIC 
Contraband — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
Eric Holt and Chris Ippollto — Barroom boogie, 
Calhoun's, $2 cover charge. 
New Star City — The Gandy Dancer, cover charge 
not available. 
The Beam — The Mystic Den, cover charge not 
available. 
Topaz — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover 
charge. 
DJ —JM's, $1 cover charge. 
DJ — Players, Delta Sigma Pi Sponsor Night, all 
ages admitted, $1.50 for underaged, $1 for 21 
and up. 
MOVIES 
The Big Easy (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
DOA (R) — Valley Mali Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 
3:30 p.m., 550 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920 
p.m. 
Off Limits (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 150 
p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920 p.m. 
Vice Versa PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 
130 p.m., 350 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
A Night in the Life of Jimmy Reardon (R) — 
Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Moving (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:20 p.m. 
Police Academy 5 (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 
p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
THEATRE 
Cillia — Improvisation^ theatre troupe. The Little 
Grill, 8 p.m., $2 admission. 
m n n 
! 
rftA 
^_i 
Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is now available for sale or lease. This will 
be our LAST PHASE of Hunters Ridge, which will consist of four bedroom 
units and our new and exciting five bedroom units that are guaranteed to go 
fast.  Stop by the office and pick up some information or bring your parents 
to take a look at the finest student housing community for JMU students. 
Developed by DMI Corp. 
1111 Old Colony Lane 
Williamsourg, VA 23185 
1-800-234-1364 
Sales Office 
Rental Office 
434-5150 
Hours: 10am - 5pm 
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BLOOM COUNTY -Berke Breathed THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson 
ZORKSTEIN 'OUR 
EARTH KIPNRPee 
THREATENS TV 
SUE US FOR UNLAWFUL 
mmsr 
THINK OF A LBSS- TRANS- 
HAZARPOUS REVERSE 
EXPERIMEUT   HIS BRAIN' 
LIABILITY-WISE, i 
BEFORE we PUT OUR 
CAPTIVE   THRPWHTHE 
process we CALL 
-OEPHARPTIZATTON,' MY 
COLLEMUE WILL EXPLAIN 
THE PROCEDURE... 
/ 
no 
"€>£PHARPT/ZA7)ON: 
FIRST Me TAKE 
A HEALTHY. IF NOT 
mRTICULARLY MATVRE, 
eARTHLINO BRAIN... 
'SIEVE., OH, sieve... 
SOMEWHERE Aeove-m 
CWUPS. ABOVE THE SKY.. 
mmb THE AWENTVRE OF 
YCVRCIFE.. 
c? 
'itWfMtitijW 
YW MEAN SUR6KAUY 
INVERT HIS PERSONALITY t 
FUF'-FLOPHIS 
OPINIONS ANP   UKe we 
ATTITUPES?    PIP TO 
WHAfSHISNAME 
RECENTLY.. 
ANP THEN TURN HALF 
OF IT PHWKeR... 
MEANER, msTieR, 
MORE UNPREPICTABLY 
emmNftL. 
THAT'S CHILL OUT. 
'pocezAVON,-   emeu 
YOU BOOB mi IT'S 
FATAL- 
Bird cellars 
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1 , OH, UOtXj) UKE    V UHAT^oRT £F 
TbCEroH.sefit**,  \ BOOK. M£ **J 
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k
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Bob Whisonant 
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^nr 
t     *f - 
UBES Leigh Rubin    CALVIN AND HOBBES 
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Bill Watterson 
H08BE5, ^(XJ-RE SUPPOSED 
TO BE TEN3UN& ME HCM 
TOBEA>T\GER. 
WVE BEN STONG IN THIS 
WMB TCE ML MNNN6. M© 
TfcKVJHTOR. AWm«N&» 
ITS WSWKI.l 
KNOUT 
TEKHTWT. 
VftlLfftOU 
WN(T ntip.ru. 
JUSTGOlCX*. 
UP'TtQERTW 
AS LONG AS >fe'RE <£W& IM, 
IETS W 3iME SOUP AND 
i many h*v* I told you?? No playing In In* strMH" 
•c=> «c^» 
l^_— ....   — 
V ^^x 
\ o%£^~jk 
^CcT\  \^y^ 
T\|S BOOK SMS 1NBSPBE 
SCUTARI AND SECRETIVE 
CBEWMREs. 
't CAN'T TEVItW, 
iMTRt SECRETS 
WCA-N Y»? SECRETS! 
'    ttCKTSTOSTS! TEU.ME.
I WONT 
BUB.' 
HONEST.' 
TEA. ME.' 
PLEASE?? 
&3i, IF WOHLT 
KNEW.' MM-MM.' 
B 
mm 
TBllt' 
SMDTOO 
M8BW 
>LLEGIATE CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1   of strength 
6 Add to, as a story 
9 Horse or car 
14 Five books of Hoses 
15 Flightless bird 
16 Well's partner 
17 Fearless 
18 Soak 
19 Pitcher's statistic 
20 S.A.G. member 
21 small   
22 Work assignment 
23 Of the chest cavity 
25 Wheat varieties 
26 Central  Calif, city 
28 Golf shot 
32 Applying an incor- 
rect name to 
37   Hornblower 
39 Flea market find 
40 Not speaking well 
42 Concerning  (2 wds.) 
43 Housedeaning aid 
(2 wds.) 
45 Ebb 
49 In a rush 
54 Of a central  line 
55 Soldiers 
56 Ancient region of 
Asia Minor 
57 Certain exam answer 
58 Here:  Fr. 
59 Mongrels 
60 Handbill 
61 Pasture sound 
62 Anchor position 
63 Asterisks 
64 Building addition 
65 Food fishes 
DOWN 
1 Up (2 wds.) 
2 Olympics symbol 
3 Muse of poetry 
4 Taste with pleasure 
5 Well-known constel- 
lation (2 wds.) 
6 Double-dealing 
7 Punishes 
8 Jury   
9 Traveler's document 
10 Having wings 
11 Polite 
12 Happening 
13 Takes five 
24 Opera   
25 Loud-voiced Trojan 
War figure 
27 Baseball hall-of- 
famer (2 wds.) 
28 square 
29 Term of endearment 
30 Fury 
31 "  Joey" 
33 War casualty 
34 Results of Binet 
tests 
35 Enthusiast 
36 Prefix for metric 
38 Infants 
A 
N 
S 
W 
E 
R 
S 
41 Moral 
44 Bandleader Louis, 
and family 
45 Hodgepodges 
46 Elevate in rank 
47 Hairlike pro- 
jections 
48 One who comforts 
50 Part of C.Y.0. 
51 Prefix for mural 
52 Lustrous 
53 Reacts to something 
shocking 
55 Ridicule 
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CGSTARD STYLE 
ICECREAM 
MADE FRESH DAILY 
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:ouroN 
KLINE'S 
CgSTARD STYLE 
'ICECREAM 
FREE 
Buy One Pint 
Get One FREE 
With Coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires March 31,1988 
(OUPON 
50COFF 
AMY FLAVOR 
KLINE'S 
MILKSHAKE 
(Any Size) 
With Coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires March 31,1988 
FREE II 
KLINE'S 
ICECREAM 
core OR 
COP (Buy One Cone or Cap 
Get One Free) 
Equal Or Lesser value 
With Coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires March 31,1988 
Tfncm FACTORY 
%BJSJSJP      2 Locations to serve you: Valley Mall 4 Kenmors Street 
Choose from 24 Delicious Flavors of Ice Cream 
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER*. 
VACTODV 5 GALLON TUBS 
(Any Available Flavor) 
Only $1d50 
piut eaeaH 
whh coupon 
IOMI for Picnic*, PirtiM, Special Evanta 
Expirae April 15,1SM 
SHAKES 
Vl Price 
Buy on* shake at ragalaf price and gat 
eecond atiaka tor one hall price. 
Ona Coupon par purahaM 
Explraa April 1S.1BM 
CONE or COOL COOKIE 
Buy One Cone or Cool Cookie and get the1 
Second one FREE with coupon 
On* coupon par purehase Expires April 15,1988 
30*Off 
SUNDAE of 
YOUR CHOICE 
Ona Coupon Par Purchase 
Explraa April IS, ISM 
50«off 
BANANA SPLIT 
(any size) 
Ona Coupon Par PurchiM 
Explraa April 18, ISM 
1 FACTORY 
Premium 
Soft Serve 
Yogurt without 
the Premium 
Price 
V 30* off 
Any 5 02. 
or 
8 oz. serving 
of Yogurt 
with coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires April 15,1988 
V 30* off 
Any Yogurt 
Sundae 
with coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires April 15,1988 
m MtClfi*™ 
V 50* off 
Yogurt 
Banana 
Split 
with coupon 
One Coupon Per 
Purchase 
Expires April 15,1988 
Serving 2 Flavors of the Best Soft-Serve Yogurt 
in Harrisonburg at both locations 
ICE CREAM CAKES NOW AVAILABLE with 2 Day Minimum Order 
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Women thwart GMU for CAA title 
By Dean Hybl 
staff writer  
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Any doubts about the 
superiority of the JMU women's basketball team in 
the Colonial Athletic Association were answered last 
Saturday as the Dukes won their third consecutive 
conference title with an 87-72 victory over George 
Mason. 
In front of a JMU-dominaled crowd of 615 at 
American University's Bender Arena, the Dukes 
(26-3) came out fired up and quickly jumped to a 5-0 
lead with less than a minute gone in the contest. 
After a basket by Patriots' center Beverly 
McLaughlin, JMU's Alisa Harris connected to give 
the Dukes a 7-2 edge with 18:45 left in the half. 
"The first three minutes were about the best I've 
ever played," said JMU center Sydney Beaslcy, the 
tournament's Most Valuable Player. "It was really 
fun and exciting." 
But even though JMU made its first 11 shots, 
turnovers and a highly motivated GMU team kept the 
Dukes from taking a large early lead. The Patriots 
went on an 8-0 spurt to take a 10-7 edge as GMUs 
Cindy Baruch converted two straight JMU 
ball-handling errors into easy layups. 
However, the Dukes quickly retaliated as they 
scored eight straight points of their own, including 
two Donna Budd layups that were the result of a 
couple of GMU turnovers and long-distance passes 
from Missy Dudley. 
For the rest of the half, JMU seemed close to 
taking complete command. But every time the Dukes 
appeared to be pulling away, the Patriots were able to 
make a clutch basket to stay within striking distance. 
"I really have to give credit to George Mason," 
JMU coach Shelia Moorman said. "They're a really 
talented young team, and to mis point, I had not seen 
them play with as much confidence as they showed 
[Saturday]. 
"Whatever they did to prepare themselves coming 
into this tournament really helped their confidence 
level, and should hold well for the future." 
See WOMEN page 29> 
Curtain falls on men after tourney loss 
By Mark Charnock 
staff writer ____ 
Tom McCorry had, as he put it, the 
ideal scenario. 
Fourteen seconds left. His senior 
point guard at the free-throw line with a 
chance to tie George Mason in the first 
round of the Colonial Athletic 
Association tournament. 
But the shots, much like JMU's 
pre-1987 outlook, appeared on-targct, 
only to fall short. The final misses 
sealed a 61-57 loss, and put an end to 
what the interim head coach termed a 
season of frustration. 
Not   frustration   in   the   Dukes' 
performance,   mind   you,   but   a 
frustration that goes much deeper during 
a season that saw hope fade quicker than 
,,a spring break tan. 
jr. If you're looking for parallels, start 
with this final game and insert JMU's 
entire season as its equivalent. The 
Dukes, with a bright outlook, hung 
'With GMU for much of the first half, 
"only to fall behind. Down by 11 at the 
f half, JMU makes a valiant run, and in 
the finest tragic sense, lose on Gordon's 
fateful misses. 
"I felt like the 
players should 
have gotten 
more... they 
have worked 
very, very hard." 
—Tom McCorry 
Likewise, if there was a lead lor this 
tragedy, McCorry certainly would win 
ilic role. He has played the part well. 
Until the death, as they say, and that 
death may very well come by the end of 
this month when JMU names a new 
head coach to start an entirely new 
production next season. 
"If I had to use a word, and I'm using 
it in probably a less negative sense than 
it may seem, it's frustrating," McCorry 
said, "But let me explain." 
One thing McCorry docs better than 
anyone, longer than anyone, and more 
often than anyone, is explain. O.K. 
Tom, explain. 
"I felt like that the players should 
have gotten more," he said, "They 
should have been more successful. 
"I wanted more for them because they 
have worked very, very hard. When they 
didn't get as many wins early on, and 
we had so many tough games, I was 
frustrated for them, because I could see 
they were losing their self-confidence." 
Self-confidence has a funny way of 
taking a fast exit when you play 
Southern Methodist, Indiana, Virginia 
Tech and Virginia Commonwealth as 
early as the Dukes did. Replacing 
JMU's senior shooting foundation with 
up-and-down freshmen can have quite a 
bit to do with it too, McCorry says. 
Add the early, bitter departure of former 
head coach John Thurston in 
mid-season, and you have a team on the 
skids with McCorry desparately trying 
to apply the brakes. 
He did, for four of JMU's last six 
games (i.e. valiant run). But heading 
into the Dukes' third meeting with the 
Patriots, some old habits made an 
unwelcome stop in Hampton, helping 
JMU step out of McCorry's 
well-rcgimcntcd offense and sending 
GMU one step closer to its final 
showdown with eventual champion. 
Richmond. 
Photo courtesy of Ming Leong 
The season ended for coach Tom McCorry's Dukes March 5 
after their 61-57 first-round loss to George Mason. 
Without that first half, the story 
would be different. It's much the same 
way JMU's season could have turned 
out. A number of coaches around the 
CAA picked JMU as a late bloomer, a 
February team that would finally come 
together to make a run at and over the 
competition. 
But it never happened. It never had a 
chance. 
*. .McCorry, too, was symbolic of the. 
loss before leaving for a New York 
recruiting trip that hopefully will find 
some new pieces to mix into next 
year's puzzle. 
"I feel that way now," McCorry said. 
"To come so far and to come so close 
today, it would have been so nice for 
them to get this win. 
"But I'm frustrated for them, not by 
them. So, in that sense it's maybe not 
the best word to use. But that's just the 
way I feel." 
Ccfrfjidcr ,thc season^ and the word 
choice may be just fine. 
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About Alcohol and Drugs... 
Question: My boyfriend drinks 
more than I think he should. He 
admits he abuses alcohol but 
denies that he is an alcoholic. 
Aren't abusers and alcoholics 
the same? 
Answer: No. The alcoholic abuses 
alcohol; but the abuser in not 
necessarily an alcoholic. The alcohol 
abuser or problem drinker is a person 
who is similar to the alcoholic in that 
he or she drinks a lot and frequently, 
drinks because he likes the taste, and 
drinks because of problems. Thus, the 
alcohol abuser suffers the 
consequences as a result of his 
drinking behavior. However, there 
comes a time when the two patterns 
diverge and the abuser or problem 
drinker changes his or her drinking 
pattern by cutting back on the amount 
and frequency of alcohol consumption 
or by quitting altogether. This drinker 
believes it is not worth the problems it 
brings, the sickness he or she 
experiences in terms of vomiting 
Jo Umberger 
and/or hangovers. 
On the other hand, the person who 
is addicted to alcohol doesn't have 
that option of cutting back in terms of 
amount or frequency. He may try, but it 
doesn't work. You see, he can't not. 
drink once he begins. The alcoholic, 
because of his tolerence or brain 
adaptation to alcohol, continues to 
drink once he begins; and because of 
withdrawl symptoms, must keep 
drinking to prevent the discomfort that 
ensues once he stops drinking. 
An alcoholic is addicted to alcohol. 
Addiction, as described by Dr. David 
Smith, author of Treating the Cocaine 
Abuser, is when a person 
experiences: 1) a compulsion to use a 
drug; 2) loss of control over the 
amount used; and 3) continued use of 
the drug in spite of adverse 
consequences. 
An abuser or problem drinker has a 
choice; to drink or not to drink. 
The alcoholic, because he or she is 
physically dependent on alcohol, has 
no choice after the first drink. 
For more information on alcoholism 
or other addiction, call the Arlington 
Treatment Center at 434-7396. 
Column by 
Jo Umberger, M. Ed. 
Manager of Counseling 
The Arlington Treatment Center 
Route 3, Box 52 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
703-434-7396 
WHAT'S BETTER THAN THE COLONEL? 
GENERAL YEEfS FRIED CHICKEN 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
2 piece - $1.95 
3 piece - $2.85 
4 piece - $3.80 
6 piece - $5.65 
9 piece - $7.85 
I 12 piece - $9.95 
$ 15 piece - $12.50 
* 
* 
i 
—    Yee's Place has new items        — 
for its Spring menu, including 
America's favorite fast food 
Fried Chicken! 
And even better, we offer: 
FREE Delivery and FREE All Natural 
SOHOsoda Also available - Fried Rice 
Just Ask 
r*    uc       m.    *i_    .. 890 Cantrell Ave. * Don t forget the other items on our menu.     A* A    ™ ,* ~      * 434 - 3003    * 
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Women— 
► (Continued from page 27) 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Sydney Beasley battles during the CAA tournament. 
GMU suffered a critical setback with 
6:IS remaining in the half when 
Baruch, the Patriots' leading scorer and 
a second-team All-CAA performer, fell 
on Beasley's foot and injured her ankle. 
At the time of the injury, Baruch 
already had scored 11 points, and her 
absence forced GMU to look elsewhere 
for scoring punch. 
McLaughlin, one of only two GMU 
seniors and the Patriots' second-leading 
point producer, took up the slack by 
scoring her team's next four points to 
cut the lead to 29-27 with five minutes 
remaining. 
But GMU was to get no closer. The 
Dukes scored the next six points and led 
44-35 at the half. 
The Baruch injury made it tough on 
them," Moorman said, "but I really 
have to give them all the credit in the 
world. Other than just momentarily, 
(hey rebounded very well, and [Baruch's 
absence] gave them a different took that 
may have, down the stretch, worked to 
their advantage." 
After the two teams played even for 
the first eight minutes of the second 
half. JMU began to pull away as 
Beasley and Diane Budd combined for 
10 points in a run that gave the Dukes 
a 64-48 advantage with nine minutes 
remaining in the game. 
From that point, GMU could not get 
closer than 13 as the Dukes were able 
to extend the margin by making several 
late foul shots. For the game JMU, a 
notoriously poor foul shooting team, 
made 82 percent (23-28) from the line. 
"We didn't want to come out playing 
tentatively,"     Moorman     said. 
"Sometimes when you get in 
championship play, you measure every 
pass, every shot. Because we 
emphasized realy going after it, we gave 
up a few more points than we would 
have liked to have. 
"We also shot the ball very quickly at 
times, but I would rather see that than 
to see us get into a situation where you 
add to the pressure. 
"I liked the kind of game it was. I 
wish we could have executed a little 
better at times, but you can't be 
disappointed with the result," Moorman 
said. 
As expected, JMU had several players 
gain individual recognition from the 
conference. 
Beasley was named CAA Player of 
the Year for the second consecutive 
season and along with Harris was 
named to the All-Conference first team, 
and Dudley received recognition on the 
second team. 
Freshman Paula Schuler was selected 
to the all-rookie team, while Harris and 
Donna Budd were recognized on the 
all-defensive squad. In addition, 
Moorman received Coach of the Year 
honors for the third straight season. 
Beasley received the honor of 
tournament MVP after amassing 42 
points, 13 rebounds, and 10 steals in 
JMU's two victories against GMU and 
North Carolina Wilmington. 
Joining Beasley on the all-tournament 
team were Harris and Donna Budd. In 
two games Harris scored 36 points, 
while Budd added 27 points, six assists 
and six steals. 
NCAA draw gives JMU good, bad news 
.By Dave 
staff writer 
Washburn 
The news was both good and bad for 
the JMU women's basketball team as 
the NCAA pairings were announced 
Sunday afternoon. 
The 26-3 Dukes were delighted to 
discover that for the second consecutive 
year they will remain at home to play 
their second-round game which will be 
against Clemson Saturday night at 7:30 
at the Convocation Center. The 
discouraging news for the Dukes is that 
if they are to advance past the Tigers, 
they will have to face top-ranked 
Tennessee in round number three. 
JMU currently boasts a 24-game 
winning streak at home and Dukes' 
coach Shelia Moorman said that 
attendance had much to do with JMU's 
receiving a home game. 
"We're really excited about playing at 
home," Moorman said. "I think that we 
have the potential to draw fans, and 
since the East regional is in Norfolk 
[March 24-26], if we can gel that far, 
we would definitely bring in a good 
crowd 
"It's another great opportunity for our 
fans and our program to have this type 
of event on our campus." 
Since this is an NCAA contest, 
students will have to pay $2 per ticket 
to attend the game. However, the 
Student Government Association is 
giving away a limited number of free 
tickets to the contest. They are 
available upon request and presentation 
of JMU student I.D. at the information 
desk in the Warren Campus Center. 
The Tigers come into the contest 
with a 21-8 record, placing fourth in the 
regular season standings of the Atlantic 
Coast Conference. One of Clemson's 
most impressive performances this 
season came last month, when the 
Tigers defeated eight-ranked Virginia 
8S-77, a team the Dukes lost to in 
Charlouesville 81-69. 
Clemson boasts a balanced attack 
which features four players who average 
better than 10 points per game. Junior 
forward Karen Jenkins paces the squad 
in scoring with a 14.0 clip, and is 
followed by reserve forward Michelle 
Bryant (12.5), center Louise Greenwood 
(11.8), and backup guard Cheryl Nix 
(10.8). 
Tigers' head coach Jim Davis believes 
the teams match up well and expects 
the game to be a very close and 
competitive affair. 
"It looks like we are very comparable 
basketball teams," Davis said. "Both 
teams lake a great deal of pride in their 
defense and rely on it to trigger the 
offense. It ought to be an interesting 
matchup." 
Moorman also sees similarities after 
spending much of this week watching 
Clemson on video tape. 
"It really looks to me, just from 
what little I've seen, that we ought to 
be pretty evenly matched up," 
Moorman said 
The Dukes, who are coming off their 
third straight conference championship, 
will rely on their strong inside game 
against the Tigers. Center Sydney 
Beasley is averaging 17.8 points per 
game while fellow frontcourt performer 
Alisa Harris comes in with a 16.0 
mark. 
JMU's backcourt has also come alive 
of late. Forward Missy Dudley (12.3) 
and guard Paula Schuler (7.2) have 
given die Dukes a solid perimeter game 
and opened up the inside for point guard 
Donna Budd's frequent penetration. 
PEC    REPORT 
ACTIVITIES — 
TENNIS — There 
signup    meeting 
win be a 
for anyone 
intesled in playing Domino's 
Team Tennis, March 17 in 
Godwin 344. 
ROLLER    SKATING    —    A 
free skating night will be held 
March 17 at Skatetown USA from 
7:30-10 p.m. 
WEIGHTLIFTING — The 
signup deadline for intramural 
competition is noon March 21 in 
Godwin 213. The activity begins 
March 23.  ■ 
tMI*ffM< 
m 
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^' 1050 S. Main Street 
>f*[/JQl/f   71° Port ^public Rd 
W Open 24 hours a day 
MINI-MART     7dqysaweek 
CATCH THE SPECIALS 
March 18th, 19th and 20th 
Bud & Bud Lite 6 pk. $2.95 
COOTS & COOTS Lite 6 pk $2.80 
Miner 6 pk bottles $3.19 
Milwaukees Best & Lite 12 pk $3.25 
w 
Bud & Bud Lite Long Neck throw away bottles 
by the case only. $12.99 
Subs, Snacks, Sodas, Pizza and 
Deli Sandwiches 
Ice 
Money Orders 
Free Video Membership 
24 hr. Film Developing 
# 
If      THE       ft 
€€€€ LCCC CLUB 
PRESENTS 
SPRING BLOWOUT $8 
% c O V, 
<!sy 
Friday & Saturday 
March 18 & 19 
10 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
At Aloha's 
1005 E. Market 
69 S. Liberty St., Downtown Harrisonburg 
Sunglitz 
New method of 
lightening and 
permanently 
brightening hair 
with the use of 
non-oxidixing 
pigments. 
434-1617 
624 Hawkins St. 
Harrisonburg 
Chrlssle Bretana 
JMU Student 
Styled by Wayne at 
Paynes 
£Wafo ^Designs 
Sunglitz 
Reasons You Should Use 
Sunglitz 
1. One step process using 
natural pigment to achieve 
various natural shades. 
2. More shine and reflection, 
no fading, no deposit and 
no drab. 
3. Neutralizing tones means 
no lift or deposit and no 
damage. 
4. Non-oxidze toning means 
no discomfort and irritation 
to scalp. 
5. Unlike bleach or frosting can 
be permed the same day. 
Every Week at 
THE 
CCCC LCCC CLUB 
Wednesday - Ladies Night 
Ladies no cover, prizes 
Thursday - College Night 
No cover with college ID & valid driver's license 
Friday - Coco Loco Night 
Saturday - Dance Contest 
prizes I! 
Coco Loco Platter $1.99 after 10:00 p.m. 
XLOJiX'S 
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE 
10O5^kt!    ■ Harrisonbufti (OM Dutch Penty Btdol 4 34-28 2 S 
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Manns jumps into Olympic trials 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday — Clemson at JMU, 
NCAA East Regional second 
round, 730 p.m. 
r 
WRESTLING 
Thursday-Friday — JMU's 
Brian Kuriander at NCAA 
Championships (Ames. 
Iowa) 
MEN/S GYMNASTICS 
Saturday — JMU in Eastern 
Collegiate Athletic Conference^ 
Championships (Godwin Hall), 
team competition at noon, 
individual finals at 7 p.m. 
BASEBALL 
Today — JMU at Towson State 
(Towson, Md.), 3 p.m. 
Sunday — JMU at West Virginia, 
doubteheader (Morgantown, 
W.Va.), 1 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TRACK AND 
FIELD 
Saturday — JMU Invitational. 11 
a.m. (JMU Stadium) 
LACROSSE 
Thursday — JMU at Lynchburg, 
3 p.m. 
Saturday — Perm State at JMU 
(field adjacent to Godwin Hall), 1 
p.m.; Virginia Tech junior varsity at 
JMU, 3 p.m. 
ARCHERY 
Saturday — JMU at Virginia Indoor] 
Tournament (Harrisonburg) 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Friday—MiersvWe at JMU 
(Godwin HaB courts), 3 p.m. 
MEN'S GOLF 
Saturday -Sunday—JMU at 
Rtehmond/Virginia Commonwealth 
Invitational (Richmond) 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
Friday-Sunday—JMU at RoBns 
Tournament (WWerParfc. FUL*   - 
JMU senior D.D. Manns qualified for 
the U.S. Olympic trials as his jump of 
25-feet-l 3/4 inches tied him for 11th 
place at the NCAA Indoor Track and 
Field Championships at Oklahoma 
City March 11. Northeast Louisiana's 
Andre Ester won the event with a mark 
of 26-feet-4 1/4 inches, as the meet's 
top 12 long jumpers were separated by 
only eight inches. 
In team competition, the Dukes set a 
school record by placing 14th at the 
IC4A Track and Field Championships 
at Princeton, NJ., March 5-6. The 
combined total of 17 points was the 
most ever for a JMU team at the meet. 
Manns and Terence Sheppard recorded 
second place finishes at the IC4A's. 
Manns leap of 25-feet-2 3/4 in the long 
jump and Sheppard's time of 47.81 
seconds in the 400-meter run earned 
them runner-up positions. 
Sheppard was also a member of the 
JMU mile relay team that gave the 
Dukes their other point. Chris Miller, 
Kevin Jones, and Lawrence Smith 
combined with Sheppard to post a time 
of 3:16.97 and grab sixth place. 
Men's tennis team 
gets mixed results 
Despite winning three of its first four 
matches, the JMU men's tennis team 
managed to come away with a 4-5 mark 
during its eight-day southern trip. JMU 
was victorious at North 
Carolina-Greensboro (8-1) and North 
Carolina-Charlotte (6-3). with its only 
loss during that stretch coming at 
Davidson (5-4). Marc Brix and Dave 
Swartz were a perfect 3-0 in singles 
play at the number four and six slots. 
The Dukes' success came to a halt 
during their three-day stay at Hilton 
Head, S.C., when they dropped three 
more matches to Georgia Southern 
(5-4). Tennessee-Chattanooga (8-1), and 
The Citadel (5-4). JMU did manage to 
claim one victory at Hilton Head by 
defeating East Carolina 9-0. Swartz 
continued his unbeaten record for the 
trip by winning all three of his 
individual matches. 
Kuriander to go 
to NCAA meet 
JMU's Brian Kuriander qualified for 
this weekend's NCAA WresUing 
Championships in Ames, Iowa, 
receiving one of the region's wild-card 
bids by placing second in the 
167-pound weight class at the Eastern 
Regional tournament March 17-19. 
Kuriander. who won last season's 
158-pound tide at the Eastern Regional, 
defeated American's Bill Bayle (12-5), 
Kutztown's Doug Roger (21-6) and 
Slippery Rock's Don Johnston in 
overtime (9-9, 9-1) before falling to 
Anthony Cox of Campbell 6-0 in the 
finals. 
The Dukes, who placed seventh in the 
tournament, also had a fourth place 
finish from Carey Falcone at 
118 pounds and fifth place finishes 
from John Durso (150), Pat Smith 
(158),andG.J.Sucher(177). 
Scanlon named 
NCAA alternate 
The JMU men's swimming and 
diving team took seven places and 
finished 14th in the team standings at 
the Eastern College Athletic Conference 
Championships in Providence, R.I., 
March 3-5. 
Steve Scanlon led JMU as he took 
second place in three-meter diving and a 
fifth in the one-meter. Scanlon also 
qualified as an alternate for the NCAA 
Swimming and Diving Championships 
on March 13 at the NCAA Zone B 
National Qualifying Meet at the 
University of North Carolina. The 
junior tied Cincinnati's Steve Bell with 
a score of 516.30. but eventually fell in 
a dive-off 548.25-546.30. 
The Dukes' Randy Parker also placed 
in two events at the ECAC's as he took 
10th in the 50-yard freestyle and 12th in 
the 100-yard freestyle. 
Dukes'women 
enjoy spring wins 
JMU's women's tennis team won four 
of six matches over the spring break 
and upped its record for the season to 
7-3. The Dukes suffered losses to 
Boston College (7-2) and N.C. State 
(5-4). but responded by recording 
victories over Western Illinois (5-4), 
Middle Tennessee State (6-1), and 
Syracuse (8-1) during the team's 
opening week of spring season at 
Hilton Head, S.C. The Dukes other 
victory came March 13 as they defeated 
Davidson 8-0 in Davidson, N.C. 
In singles play, JMU's number three 
Justine Higgins and number five 
Stephanie Baker each won five of their 
six matches, while Jennifer Brandt was 
victorious three  times at the number 
two spot. 
JMU gymnasts 
defeat Radford 
The JMU men's gymnastics team 
defeated host Radford 208.55-166.70 
Tuesday night to improve its record to 
4-10. The Dukes eartier placed fourth at 
the North Atlantic Gymnastics League 
Championships and lost to 
Massachusetts 266.30-202.80 March 9 
and 255.25-212.35 to Springfield 
College March 10. 
Mike  Harley  won the all-around 
competition for JMU with 51.10 points 
and Eric Haney placed third at 42.65. 
Harley won the vault (9.15), high bar 
(8.35), rings (8.25) and floor exercise 
(9.45). He also finished second on 
parallel bars (8.6). 
Haney came in second in the vault 
(8.75) and the Dukes' Dave Cvercko 
won the pommel horse (7.8). 
In the meet against Springfield, 
Harley won the vault (9.1) and the floor 
exercise (9.5) on his way to a 
third-place all-around finish (50.5). 
Against Massachusetts, only Larry 
McDonald managed a top-three finish as 
Harley missed the meet with an injury. 
McDonald's score of 9.05 in the floor 
exercise earned him third place. 
Women complete 
season at ECAC 
The women's track team finished its 
indoor season at the Eastern Collegiate 
Athletic Association Conference 
Championships in New, Haven, Conn., 
March 5-6. Lorna Lewis, Nicole 
Deskins, Jennifer Antes, and Patricia 
Ritter were the only Dukes to place, 
coming in 13th in the distance medley 
relay with a time of 12:14.02. 
\ Women shatter 
school record 
The JMU women's gymnastics team 
(6-10) broke the school scoring record 
as they defeated homestanding Radford 
176.75-170.30 Tuesday night 
JMU's Carol Hnatuk (35.85) and 
Jennifer Schmaizl (35.40) took the top 
two all-around spots. Hnatuk won the 
balance beam and floor exercise, while 
Schmaizl placed second in the vault. 
JMU golfers open 
second season 
The JMU women's golf squad opened 
its spring season March 8-9 with a 
sixth-place finish at the North-South 
Tournament in Jacksonville, Fla. The 
Dukes, who finished with a two-day 
tally of 706, were paced by senior Janet 
Matsey, who shot an 84 and 86 for a 
170 total. 
Golfers second 
in own tourney 
While serving as host for the JMU 
Spring Invitational golf tournament 
March 11 and 12, the Dukes' men's 
team finished second among 23 squads. 
JMU had a 36-hole total of 606 to 
finish 16 strokes behind champion East 
Tennessee State. 
Brett West was the Dukes' top 
performer, shooting 145 to tie for 
second place with ETSUs Bobby Gage. 
JMU's Roger Bandy was fourth with a 
149 and Rob Slavonia tied for eighth 
with a 153. 
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and 
&JB&OEUA 
present 
TRIVIA 
Q. Find the display ad in The 
that offers 24 hour film developing. 
And win a sub and medium soft drink 
of your choice from JM's 
How To Win: 
Just fill out the coupon below and bring 
it to The Breeze office in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between ~ 
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
The first five people with the correct answer WIN 
Name 
Students. Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. 
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester. 
Entrants must present valid ID. to win. 
tfct <        , > t   lUi'iooi   ,    i.l.c.lwii i       .jo,.-     Jill       9(       J J3    I 
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Lacrosse team hounds Retrievers in opener 
By John R. Craig 
?taff writer  
The JMU women's lacrosse team 
opened its season in proper form 
yesterday as two Dukes had at least four 
goals each in the 15-3 thrashing of the 
University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County Retrievers at the (Convocation 
Center field. ( -^ 
Co-captain Diane Buch led the Dukes 
with five goals and Carrie Notte scored 
four, three in the first half and one in 
the second. 
Goalie and co-captain Joy Jones, who 
last year set school records with 197 
saves and a 64.6 shooting percentage, 
recorded her first win, allowing just one 
goal by the Retrievers in the second 
half — a shot by Mary Abendochoen 
with 5:55 gone. 
The game opened with Abendochoen 
scoring on a free position goal after just 
55 seconds of play. The Dukes finally 
answered about four minutes later. 
"We were turning the ball over in the 
first five minutes and couldn't play our 
game," head coach Dee McDonough 
said. "We were able to turn it around 
after that." 
Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES 
Dukes' goalkeeper Joy Jones controls the ball during JMU's 
season-opening 15-3 win over Maryland-Baltimore County. 
JMU's Kim Stark tied the score 1-1 at the board. [UMBC is] a young team and 
the 4:38 mark and Notte added one eight they played hard, but once we got 
seconds later. going, it was hard to stop." 
Buch had two goals and Notte three, 
with the last coming at 23:33 to close 
the half at a 6-2 Dukes' advantage. 
"Once we settled down," McDonough 
said, "we were able to put the points on 
JMU took 18 shots in the first half to 
the Retrievers' six, eventually 
outshooung UMBC 34-12. Between the 
pipes, Jones recorded five saves while 
the Retrievers' Anne Cronise saved six. 
Buch was the Dukes' top scorer a year 
ago with 24 goals and six assists. 
Yesterday she had a perfect percentage 
of shots and goals with all five of her 
shots going into the net. Notte's four 
goals came on just six shots. 
Stark, 19 goals and eight assists in 
1987, scored her second of three goals 
3:18 into the second half and Buch 
added her third 43 seconds later. 
After Abendochoen's goal, JMU's 
Chris Luke scored the first of her two 
goals with 10:39 gone. The Dukes then 
went on a six-goal run, with the last 
hitting the net with 3:43 left on a goal 
by Jody Allebach. 
JMU, who returns nine starters from 
its 4-9 team last year, takes on 
Lynchburg College today at 3 p.m. and 
then hosts defending national champion 
Penn State at 1 p.m. Saturday. 
"I'm pleased with the win," 
McDonough said, "but our big test 
comes up Saturday." 
STUDENTS   WITH   SERIOUS 
INTENTIONS 
■      ■    ■ ■_.-. 
•   We will pay $7.00 per hour for 
full weekend night shift commitment. 
Work no later than 12:00 a.m. 
For more information, call Judy Foster 
at 434-2311. (E.O.E.) 
"The Travel Leader" 
European Experts in Travel 
Planning for Student Budgets! 
• All Services Free 
• Convenient to Campus 
• Lowest Fares Available 
785 East Market Street 433-5656 
DATRLCKI   f 
1        REAL ESTATE V 
FEATURING THE BEST IN OFF-CAMPUS RENTALS ] 
715 Norlh Miln SI., H».rl»ontmfg, Vlfglnle 22101 
leasing     •     Management     •     Sales 
703-433-2559 
MADISON GARDENS 
1335 & 1339 South Main Street 
Furnished for 5 persons 
Luxury 3 Bedrooms with private decks 
2 Full Baths 
■PLAN AHEAD FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDS! 
-STOP BY OUR OFFICE AND PICK UP A 
HOUSING BROCHURE. 
-GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL RENTALS. 
DUKE GARDEN APARTMENTS 
735 South Main Street 
Furnished for 5 persons 
Very Close to Campus 
3 Bedrooms & 2.5 Baths 
D BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD! 
University Place 
Madison Square 
Country Club Court 
Forest Hill Townhouses 
Houses near Campus 
D MANY OF THESE PROPERTIES 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
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Mail payment to: 
Breeze Subscriptions 
Anthony-Seeger Hall JMU 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
Subscriptions are mailed third class. 
We apologize for delay in out of state delivery. 
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JMU continues streak by blasting VMI 
By Gary Crockett and 
Laurel Wlssinger 
staff writers  
After being sidelined nearly all of last 
season with tendinitis in his pitching 
arm, JMU hurler Dana Allison appears 
to be back on track this year. 
The hard-throwing southpaw won two 
games on the Dukes' southern road trip 
during spring break to up his record to 
4-0. Overall, JMU went 6-1-2 over the 
break, and, after defeating Virginia 
Military Instituc Wednesday 23-3, JMU 
upped its record to 11-1-2 for the 
season. 
The two ties — 8-8 against Eastern 
Michigan and 10-10 with West Virginia 
— resulted from the 2-hour-45-minute 
time limit on games in the round-robin 
Georgia Southern Tournament 
Allison, who appeared in just five 
games last year, defeated Eastern 
Michigan 10-4 and Georgia Southern 
7-4. The junior has struck out 23 
batters in 29 innings of work and 
currently sports a 3.41 earned run 
average. 
"It's 100 percent better this year," 
Allison said, referring to his left arm. 
"It was just something that needed time 
to heal." 
Sophomore Rich Ryan picked up a 
win and two saves in relief for the 
Dukes and senior Mike Linskey held 
Atlantic Christian to no earned runs in 
a 9-2 victory over the Bulldogs. The 
team ERA is presently a respectable 
4.15. 
"I'm looking for our pitchers to go 
out and compete," said JMU coach Brad 
Babcock. "And Ray Heatwole (the 
Dukes' pitching coach) has convinced 
our pitchers that if you go out and 
throw strikes, you'll be able to win." 
While the pitchers have been the 
doing their job in the early going, the 
Dukes' bats have returned to life 
following a rare "off" season last year. 
The team batting average dipped below 
.300 a year ago, a mark surpassed in 11 
of the previous 12 seasons. 
♦ 
The Dukes, led by the hot-hitting Jeff 
Garber and Rod Boddie, are currently 
hitting .341 entering yesterday's game 
against Virginia Military. Garber leads 
the squad in batting (.444), hits (24), 
and stolen bases (8), while Boddie is 
second on the team with a .431 average. 
In the power department, senior Mark 
Brockcll is first in home runs (2) and 
total bases (33), and is tied with Steve 
Schwartz for the team lead in RBI's 
with 13. Freshman Dwight Rowe is off 
to a fast start, batting .395. 
Babcock credits a return to the basics 
for the Dukes' early success. 
"We decided way back we were going 
to concentrate on pitching and hitting 
instead of little trick things, and we 
worked on it day after day," he said. 
The Dukes were 6-6 at this time last 
year, a pattern which they would follow 
for most of the remaining season. Their 
quick jump out of the gate this season 
has naturally pleased Babcock. 
"I think any coach who doesn't see 
(11-1-2) as being successful, is looking 
for something that isn't out there," he 
said. 
In the game against VMI, the Dukes 
capitalized on second- and ninth- inning 
power hitting to rout the Keydets 23-3. 
JMU scored eight runs in the second 
inning, highlighted by Mark Brockell's 
two-run homer. The home run was the 
third of the year for the senior 
designated hitler. 
Garber added a three-run triple in the 
inning to account for half of his 
team-high six RBI on the day. The 
senior second baseman continued his 
hot hitting, going 5-for-7. The seven 
at-bats ties a JMU record for a single 
game. 
Three VMI errors allowed JMU to 
make the most of a ninth-inning 
batting barrage. Keydets fell victim to 
the sub-normal temperature and had 
difficulty holding on to the ball. 
As a result, Dwight Rowe got an 
extra base on an overthrow and 
subsequently stole third. Dave Kennctt 
benefitted from a bobble by the VMI 
shortstop. Two batters down the lineup. 
Brad Zaikov's line drive slipped through 
the glove of the Keydet center fielder, 
allowing Garber and Malt Lasher to 
score. 
Brian Kimmel upped his record to 3-0' 
by pitching the last six innings in relief 
of starter Rob Doman. Going into the 
game, Kimmel had a 5.11 earned run 
average, but in a stretch lasting from 
the fifth to the eighth inning, he retired 
all but one Keydet batter. 
The 23 runs scored by JMU was only 
two behind its record of 25 scored in 
1976 against George Washington 
University. 
St. Patty's Day Party 
For more 
information call: 
433-8700 
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VIEWPOINT 
Trapped 
Reflecting the variances in quality and 
focus in schools nationwide, students 
brought up in the relative comfort of a 
suburban environment can be grateful for the 
quality education they received as teenagers; 
educations which allowed them to be admitted 
intoJMU. 
As a recent study by the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching shows, such 
educations do not exist for everyone. 
If you go to school in a big city, i.e. Boston or 
Chicago and cannot afford the fees required by 
a private school, then the only choice is a public 
school system beset by the problems affecting 
the environment as a whole; drugs, crime, and 
an apathy that comes from seeing no release to 
an endless cycle of poverty, seemingly handed 
down from one generation to the next. 
Jobs in the larger cities go begging because a 
large percentage of graduates of city high 
schools are functionally illiterate. About a third of 
all students nationwide are caught on this 
merry-go-round. Some escape. 
In Boston, however, the drop-out rate is 44 
percent, according to the report. In one Los 
Angeles high school, seven out of 10 students 
decide that school is not a realistic option. 
Somewhat idealistic calls for tougher standards 
only seem to work in schools that already have 
shown improvements, not where literacy is a 
goal rather than a requirement. 
The fact that a good portion of these 
students are black or Hispanic has less to 
do with ethnicity than with economics. 
One cannot cure the problems attacking urban 
education without addressing the poverty which 
surrounds and goads them into being. 
Recognizing this, the Carnegie Foundation 
assessment recommended an increase in 
federal aid to remedial programs for 
disadvantaged children. 
To a person brought up in suburban stability, 
such actions may smack of handouts and liberal 
silliness. This "boot straps" perception [that you 
can achieve anything if you try] ignores the fact 
that what works in Chevy Chase may not in the 
heart of DC. 
Drugs, while prevalent everywhere, have the 
increasing allure in the city of economic stability 
and affluence. Middle-class role models long 
since deserted the ghettoes. Success in the 
minds of the young become associated with 
gambling or crime or narcotics. 
Students who may not have had the easiest 
lives, can at least be thankful they skirted such 
problems. But an understanding of the dilemnas 
of others is concomitant to a better 
understanding of yourself and your hopes. 
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88 
Breeze editorial board 
Rob Washburn Mike Wilson 
editor managing editor 
Mark Char-nock Stephen Roun tree 
editorial editor asst. editorial editor 
College convention brings 
attention and ideas to JMU 
Over Spring Break, the JMU chapter of the 
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs invaded 
Washington, D.C. to attend the ACE International 
Convention. This was supposed to be the meeting of 
the movers and shakers, the next Trumps, the new 
wonders of capitalism—and the JMU ACE chapter. 
The convention was truly international with 24 
countries represented. Mexico had the largest foreign 
contingent with over 100 students, although their 
collective noise couldn't add up to the one man 
commotion who represented Australia. He ran around 
in a white suit and acted like Jacko, the Energizcr 
battery man. 
Russia was also represented, but their members 
must have been out in D.C. spying because none of 
us ever caught sight of them. 
The Convention was about success. There were 
millionaires all around and those who weren't 
millionaires were well on their way. I introduced one 
faculty member's seven-year-old as a millionaire to a 
friend, and he believed it. Business cards were traded 
like baseball cards, and one quickly became nauseated 
by buzz words like networking and interfacing, and 
sick of Fannie May candies, which were distributed 
everywhere. 
The convention, and JMU's image, got off to a 
great start Friday morning when the Dukes' chapter 
gave an impressive (and mostly true) slide show 
presentation on JMU. This was followed by Dr. 
Carrier, arguably the best speaker at the convention. 
Many of us had been out late Thursday night and 
were hating life at 8:30 a.m., but the audience 
couldn't help but enjoy Dr. Carrier's inspirational 
speech highlighting JMU and Virginia's commitment 
to entreprencurship. JMU could not have chosen a 
better representative. 
JMU was also well represented by its student 
members. The Dukes sent 24 students, the largest 
delegation. George Washington University might 
also lay claim to the title, though they were invisible 
throughout most of the convention. We had a mix of 
freshmen, seniors and many entrepreneurs in our own 
right. 
GETTING  REAL 
Carl Johnson 
What did JMU receive from this convention? I 
looked at our role as basically being a goodwill trip 
to spread the word about JMU and a chance to bring 
back some entrcpreneural ideas to the school. 
The continuing success of JMU was communicated 
through presentations by Dr. Carrier and Dr. Roger 
Ford, and the Dukes chapter's successful 
entrepreneurial ventures. By having the largest 
delegation present, JMU came across as a leader 
entrepreneurial initiative and this might lead 
increased recruitment of JMU graduates in the future 
in 
to 
See CONVENTION page 39> 
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READERS'    FORUM 
Bigger JMU overlooks students' needs 
To the editor: 
I originally came to JMU for two reasons. One was 
that the people here, not only the students, but also 
the faculty and staff, were the friendliest I found at 
any of the universities I looked at The second reason 
I chose JMU was the small, almost personalized size 
of the school. In dealing with teachers and 
administrators it seemed to me that I was important 
and that my problems were important After growing 
up near the campus of the university of Maryland, the 
small, manageable size and personal attention were 
extremely influential in my decision to come here. 
When I came to JMU in the Fall of 1984, JMU was 
on an upswing. The school was just begining a 
period of growth that would see major improvements 
all across campus and an increase in size from 
approximately 8,500 students to just over 10,000 
now. Somewhere in there, something went wrong. 
Now, I see JMU as a school that has outgrown its 
campus. A school that has expanded too rapidly for 
even its faculty and administration to believe. I see 
professors, so overworked with classes and paperwork 
that they have no time to help the students as much 
as they should. The urgent demand for new classroom 
space has put faculty offices into storage closets. As 
a member of the university's Commission on 
Planning and Development, I see the plans being 
made for the future of JMU. New and much needed 
business and music buildings, renovation and 
expansion of Burruss Hall, the recently completed 
renovation of Kce/.ell Hall, and the planned 
improvements in D-Hall are all excellent projects. 
Yet, together they are not nearly enough. I realize 
that building and improvements are very difficult to 
fund and to develop quickly due to the bureaucratic 
mess that is the Virginia budgeting process. 
However, the problem lies not in the difficulty of 
budgeting but in' JMU itself. The university's 
policies on increased enrollment have been to 
extreme. Your goal of becoming "the best 
undergraduate university" seems confused with the 
goal of becoming the largest undergraduate 
university. What this school needs now is excellent 
administration, emphasis on academic excellence, and 
vastly improved student facilities, not increased 
enrollment. Luckily, the state won't allow JMU to 
enroll any more students, at least until the are 
persuaded we need more. But I feel it's' too late 
already. 
Look at the major controversial issues on campus 
right now. Parking problems, lack of faculty, 
tremendous lines wherever we go, overcrowding at 
D-Hall and registration, a library that would be more 
well-suited to a 1958 elementary school, and now, the 
Office of Residence Life's decision to stop offering 
housing to all non-transfer students until they 
graduate. All of these problems are individually 
important, yet they all tie into the same root 
cause—JMU is to big. 
I've been here for four years and have generally 
enjoyed myself. I've lived and worked on campus all 
four years and have found it to be extremely 
convenient But now, as I approach my last semester, 
the people at Residence Life have decided that I 
cannot live on campus anymore. Many people enjoy 
life off campus, but I am one who enjoys having my 
meals cooked for me and my classes only a one 
minute walk away. How is it that I must be forced 
off campus now with only one semester left? Are 
there that many fifth-year seniors living on campus 
that it is posing such a problem to ORL to house us? 
I was led to believe that JMU was not going to get 
any bigger. Don't we have enough spaces for 
everyone now? It seems to me that if we take the 
same number of rooms and divide it into the same 
number of people, we get enough room for the same 
fifth-year seniors ORL guaranteed housing to last 
fall. Or is the rumor about JMU staying at 10,000 
just another statement from the president's office 
meant to pacify the students just enough that they 
won't actually do anything until it's too late. 
Bush obvious heir to office 
To the editor: 
The results of Super Tuesday and the New 
Hampshire primary are a testimony to the triumph of 
the Reagan Revolution. The GOP winner is George 
Bush. The winners among the Democrats seem to be 
Michael Dukakis and Albeit Gore. 
Bush, as Reagan's vice president, has become the 
clear heir to the president's heritage of progressive 
conservatism, the sweeping vision of the Reagan 
years, and America's renewed role as the preeminate 
power on the face of the earth. Dukakis and Gore are 
liberals, however both men advocate economic 
growth and seem reluctant to raise taxes. Dukakis has 
come out in support of free trade and Gore supports a 
strong national defense. I would not like to live under 
a Dukakis or Gore administration; however, I 
personally find both men preferable to the 
irresponsible, cynical populism of Dick Gephardt or 
the "old style liberalism" of Paul Simon. 
The victory of Je^se Jackson, here in Virginia and 
the deep south,' is'simply a symptom of the chaos 
and malaise which afflicts the Democratic party of 
George McGovcm, Jimmy Carter and Fritz Mondale. 
It seems strange, in the peace and prosperity of the 
Reagan era, to remember the sustained gloom and 
pessimism that marked the Carter administration. 
America seemed to be on decline, our allies were 
falling to communism and Islamic fanaticism, 
nuclear war seemed eminent, inflation and 
unemployment were rising, and the energy crisis 
loomed ahead. Contrast this vision of despair with 
our renewed global stature, the Reagan 
administration's boast that not one square inch has 
fallen to communism during his term, the success of 
the administration's policy of "peace through 
strength," research into SDI, the control of inflation, 
the lower unemployment rales, and the comparitivcly 
low prices for gas at the pumps. 
Chuck   Brotton 
freshman 
philosophy 
I know sacrifices have to be made to make JMU a 
better place, but I don't think the students and 
teachers should be the only ones made to sacrifice. If 
we can't get a new dorm built until 1990, then let's 
not take more people than we can house lntil then. If 
D-Hall can only feed 5,000 people, then let's not add 
any more food contracts until we have the facilities to 
feed more. I think that JMUs excellent reputation and 
personal, friendly atmosphere are more important 
than having 10,000 or 12,000 people. But the 
administration's never-ending thirst for high 
enrollment figures seems to be the only important 
thing here. The rest of us are supposed to be patient 
and ride out the expansion process for the good of the 
university. Well, I'd rather attend a university that has 
enough space and facilities to treat its students right 
and back up its promises of guaranteed housing and 
open classes than attend JMU now. It's time the 
university asked itself if the goal of JMU is to be the 
progressive, student-oriented university it purports to 
be, or be just another state university clone of UVA. 
In light of the university's new emphasis on 
increased alumni contribution, these issues are more 
important for the administration to consider than 
ever. The people that the university in incensing with 
these 'adjustment' policies are the very people it will 
be asking to support it in the future. Those of us 
who still live on campus as seniors are some of the 
most dedicated and enthusaistic students at JMU. Our 
continued presence and involvement on campus attest 
to that. I would hate to think that others have also 
lost their faith in JMU's ability to attend to the needs 
of its students. After all, if I'm not worth JMU's 
attention, it's just not worth my money to support it. 
Robert Martin 
senior 
international business 
Editor's note: This letter is a copy of a letter 
sent to President Carrier. 
Letters Policy 
All letters )nust be confirmed. Therefore, give us 
your name, year in school, major, telephone 
lumber and address. Letters without these things 
will not be printed. If you have more than one 
person writing the letter, we will indicate that 
under the first name given on the letter. 
If criticism is the main function of your letter, 
remembers_to attack ideas, nor people. Also, 
regardless of the type of letter, please try to be as 
brief as possible. Don't ramble. 
Deadlines for letters to the editor are 12:00 noon 
-on Saturdays for publication in Monday's Issue, 
and 5:00 p.m. Tuesdays for publication' in 
Thursday's issue. ( 
We reserve the right to edit hold'or reject letters 
for taste and space. 
m 
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Classifieds!!!! 
Anyone else have something they 
want to get out in the open? 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED! 
To place yours, fill out the information to the right. 
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail 
addressed to: The Breeze 
Campus Mail 
OR 
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze 
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment 
i.e. 1-10 words = $2 
11-20 words = $4 
etc 
DEADLINES: 
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY 
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY 
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail 
two days before the deadline so we receive them in time. 
CLASSIFIED 
NAME  
PHONE # 
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS. BUT THE BREEZE 
KEEPS ALL SUBMITTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. 
C  ASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PRE-PAYMENT BASIS ONLY 
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Robertson to restore moral strength in U. S. 
To the editor:   - 
This year's various presidential campaigns have 
featured various stands on various issues. Indeed, each 
candidate seems to have a different theme to energize 
his campaign. George Bush's supposed desire to be 
the "education president" and Jesse Jackson's stress on 
civil rights and social equality are only two 
examples. However, there is only one candidate who 
has had the courage to speak out on the real crisis in 
America today. No, our nation's real difficulties do 
not stem from the mammoth deficit, a lack of civil 
rights or the Soviet threat Instead, America is facing 
a moral crisis, and the only candidate who is capable 
of restoring our greatness through moral strength is 
Pat Robertson. 
Throughout the primary and caucus season, Pat 
Robertson has run a campaign that has confounded 
the experts. Not only has he made many suprising 
showings, but Robertson supporters everywhere are 
taking hold of the Republican party apparatus, such 
as recently in Newport News. With these 
accomplishments, Robertson will very likely be a 
major power broker at the Republican convention, 
and may yet become president of the United States. 
Tonight at 8:30 in Keezell Hall's room 303, Lewis 
Say lor, the founder of JMlTs chapter of the College 
Republicans, will tell why he believes Pat Robertson 
is the candidate most able to solve this nation's moral 
dilemma. In addition to the talk, there will be a 
question and answer session as well as a showing of 
the Robertson campaign video. There will also be 
ample campaign literature available. 
I strongly encourage anyone who is concerned 
about this nation's future to seriously and objectively 
examine Pat Robertson's proposals. Are we destined 
to go the way of many great civilizations that 
somehow lost their course and gradually became 
weakened from both internal and external pressures? 
Through strong moral leadership America will 
maintain its place as the greatest nation on the face of 
the earth. Pat Robertson is the man for the job. 
John C. Wirth 
JMU Coordinator 
Americans for Robertson 
Convention 
>■ (Continued from page 36) 
As for creating an international image, JMU made a 
definite impression. Although well claim we didn't 
"riot in the Hyatt," we did our best Our Friday night 
party was so successful that we headed a circulating, 
list of Saturday night parties. Of course, we weren't 
planning one. The Mexicans loved us. They brought 
some native music, sang and danced along, and 
prompted another complaint The Hyatt management 
finally conceded and granted us our own party room. 
The parties gave us a great chance to attempt some 
interfacing and networking and, if nothing else, JMU 
will be forever known as the party school it isn't 
throughout puts of the United States and all of 
Mexico. 
The   convention   gave   an   entrepreneurial 
shot-in-the-arm to anyone who attended. Don't be 
surprised if a flood of new products and ideas hit JMU 
because of this convention. ACE's next big project 
will be a fake Breeze graduation issue that I'm writing 
and ACE is selling. If a video cassette vending 
machine or a Canadian beer drinking game appears on 
campus, you can thank the convention. 
You know there is no Business 
like Your Business 
r ? 
AP ,VE* 
jlSB in Jltftf 
e 
> 
Diane Benevides, Business Manager 
Wendy Traister, Asst. Business Manager 
For Advertising Information 
c*"- 568 • 6596 
j     The Breeze reaches the 12,000 
students, faculty and staff of the 
JMU community 
7% discount for cash in advance 
10% discount for the same ad, two 
consecutive weeks 
17% discount for both 
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Ask about our special party rates 
We also offer 12" subs! 
Roast beef & cheese-Italian-Meatball-Ham & cheese 
FOUR STAR 
PIZZA 
• • • • 
Fast FREE Delivery' 
433-3776 
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA. 
Sorry, no personal checks accepted. 
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